MONDAY, AUGUST 20

The length of each daytime session/meeting activity is one hour and forty minutes, unless noted otherwise. The usual turnover schedule is as follows:

8:30 am – 10:10 am
10:30 am – 12:10 pm
12:30 pm – 2:10 pm
2:30 pm – 4:10 pm
4:30 pm – 6:10 pm

Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room.

7:00 am Meetings
ASA Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver

8:30 am Meetings
2011-12 ASA Council Members-at-Large – Hyatt Regency Denver
Honors Program Wrap-up – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Council and Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
State, Regional, and Aligned Sociological Association Officers – Hyatt Regency Denver

8:30 am Sessions
427. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Designs and Dilemmas of Participatory Budgeting
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Gianpaolo Baiocchi, Brown University
Panelists: Gianpaolo Baiocchi, Brown University
Discussant: Michael D. Kennedy, Brown University

This paper considers the travel, translation, and adoption of Participatory Budgeting (PB) as a policy instrument first originating among social movements linked to Brazil’s Workers’ Party in the late 1980s and then traveling along various routes to arrive in the most varied places by the late 2000s. This paper discusses institutional dilemmas (such as those related to scale and those related to interfaces with non-deliberative institutions) faced by adopters as well as recurring controversies (such as the discussion over the legitimate representatives of ‘the people’) in the process of its adoption. It argues that PB has the potential to both politicize as well as depoliticize claims for inclusion as well as to promote or hinder redistribution.

428. Thematic Session. Dystopias and Unreal Utopias (or Other three Cells in the ASA Conference’s Implicit 2x2 Table)
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: George Steinmetz, University of Michigan
Panelists: Craig Calhoun, Social Science Research Council
Craig Calhoun, Social Science Research Council
Isaac Ariail Reed, University of Colorado-Boulder
Apocalypse and Dystopia: An American Cultural History.
John R. Hall, University of California-Davis
Free Market Utopianism: Decoding Polanyi’s Delphic Trope.
Margaret R. Somers, University of Michigan
Zombies and the Current Crisis. Julia Adams, Yale University
Sociologies of Run and Negative Dialectics. George Steinmetz, University of Michigan
Discussant: Craig Calhoun, Social Science Research Council

Imagine, as sociologists are wont to do, a two-by-two table with the words "Real and Unreal" on one axis, and "Utopia and Dystopia" on the other. As a counterpoint to the ASA’s 2012 conference theme of Real Utopias (Cell 1), this panel explores Cells 2-4 (real and unreal dystopias and unreal utopias). Sociology is often seen as a product of and response to crisis, and many in our field have studied and theorized the real dystopias produced by capitalism, modernity, empire, and other forms of domination. Fictional utopias and dystopias, as well as cults and tropes of dystopia and apocalypse, are sources of insights into social life and social change. Finally, sociologists from Georg Simmel and Walter Benjamin to present day practitioners have considered the meaning and function of ruins, while Theodor Adorno imagined a negative dialectic as an alternative to positive dialectics of social progress. What are the relationships among these approaches, and the analyses of real utopias that are the topic of ASA 2012?

429. Thematic Session. Improving America: Lessons from the Civilized World
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Salvatore J. Babones, University of Sydney
Presider: Salvatore J. Babones, University of Sydney
Panelists: Berch Berberoglu, University of Nevada-Reno
Hiroshi Ono, Texas A&M University
Robert J.S. Ross, Clark University
Anders M. Hayden, Dalhousie University
Discussant: Salvatore J. Babones, University of Sydney

This session will be used to present a cast that America has much to learn from social policies that are already in place throughout the civilized world. Simply raising the American social model to the level that prevails in the rest of the developed world would result in near-utopian changes in living standards and quality of life for the vast majority of Americans. The effect would be greater than the effects that might be achieved by more utopian proposals like basic income grants, bifurcated markets, and more participatory forms of governance. What’s more, the US was a welfare state leader until the 1970s…it’s not utopian to imagine that I could be a leader again. Each speaker will highlight a different aspect of the social model that the US could have—today—within its current national income levels if only had the desire.

430. Thematic Session. Sustainable Cities - A Critical Approach
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Michael R. Goldman, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Presider: Michael R. Goldman, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Panelists: Asef Bayat, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Ananya Roy, University of California-Berkeley
AbdouMaliq Simone, University of London-Goldsmiths

College

So seductive is this notion of sustainable cities that today dozens of official documents circulate exclaiming the pathway; most notable calculations and financed policies come from our universities, the World Bank, Pricewaterhousecoopers, and India’s and China’s equivalent of the Chamber of Commerce. What has been the effect of these ‘sustainable cities’ strategies, and what efforts are being made to wrest control of such ideas and make them meaningful to non-elites struggling for justice amidst rapidly changing urbanization processes? This panel will try to explicate some of the progressive urban trends occurring in the global South, in order to suggest areas of research and action relevant to making urbanism a more socially and ecologically just set of practices.

431. ASA/NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship Program Special Session, Causes and Consequences of the Great Recession: Micro Impacts
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Marc Schneiberg, Reed College
Presider: Marc Schneiberg, Reed College
Trapped: How Risk and Uncertainty are Endangering the Futures of American Working-class Youth. Jennifer M Silva, Harvard University
Unequal Disadvantage: The Influence of Economic Recession on Gender and Ethnic Biases in Entrepreneurial Investment Markets. Sarah Thebaud, Princeton University
The Culture of Class Power: How Employers Reorganize Markets and Shift Risk to Workers. Stephen R. Viscelli, University of Wisconsin

432. Policy and Research Workshop. Panel Study of Income Dynamics
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Wei-Jun Jean Yeung, National University of Singapore

433. Teaching Workshop. Teaching Introductory Sociology for the First Time
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Nancy A. Greenwood, Indiana University-Kokomo
Leader: Nancy A. Greenwood, Indiana University-Kokomo
Co-Leader: Jay R. Howard, Butler University
The goal of this workshop is to assist new instructors who are teaching introductory sociology for the first time. We will provide resources from the scholarship of teaching and learning about the possible content and pedagogies for this class. We will look at introductory sociology and how it functions as a course in the undergraduate general education core and as an introduction to the major. We will also discuss best practices for course design, choosing course goals, textbook selection, syllabus construction, assessment of learning outcomes, as well as class management techniques. We will offer useful checklists and a bibliography of resources. Participants should bring questions or issues they want to discuss to the workshop.

434. Regular Session. Consumer Identities
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: Catherine E. Connell, Boston University
Commercializing Extremism: Commodification and the New German Right-wing. Cynthia Miller-Idriss, New York University
Compulsory Beauty, Cooption, and Cellulite Cream: Young Women Discuss Feminist Consumerism. Judith Taylor, University of Toronto; Josee Johnston, University of Toronto
The Importance of Being Cosmopolitan: Gender, Consumption and Intimacy in Contemporary Second-wife Arrangements in China. Suowei Xiao, Beijing Normal University
Will Work for Food: Ideological and Organizational Stigma Management among Dumpster Divers in New York City. Gianmarco Savio, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Discussant: Miliann Kang, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

435. Regular Session. Economic Sociology: Institutions and Emergence
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Josh Whitford, Columbia University
Presider: Delia Baldassarri, Princeton University
The Problem of Emergence. John F. Padgett; Walter W. Powell, Stanford University
Relational Signals and Institutional Expectations: Ego Networks and Market Value in Five High Technology Sectors. Jason Owen-Smith, University of Michigan; Helena Buhr, Tagged, Inc; Russell James Funk, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
Sociological Institutionalism and the Socially Constructed Economy. Matt Vidal, University of London-King's College; Jamie Peck, University of British Columbia
Discussant: Delia Baldassarri, Princeton University

436. Regular Session. Jobs, Occupation, and Professions
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Ronnie J. Steinberg, Vanderbilt University
Presider: Ronnie J. Steinberg, Vanderbilt University
Inside the Organization: Developing a Typology of Regulatory Encounters. Garry C. Gray, Harvard University; Susan S. Silbey, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Moving on? A Growth-curve Analysis of Occupational Attainment and Career Progression Patterns in West Germany. Anna Manzoni, North Carolina State University
Worker Uncertainties during a Merger Announcement: A Multi-level Analysis of Employee Job Security. Jack Lam, University of Minnesota; Kimberly Fox, University of Minnesota; Phyllis Moen, University of Minnesota; Erin Kelly, University of Minnesota; Leslie Hammer, Portland State University; Ellen Kossel, Michigan State University
You Can’t Leave Your Work Behind: Occupational Experience and New Venture Founding Team Size. Phillip Kim, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Kyle Clayton Longest, Furman University

437. Regular Session. Medical Sociology 1
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Ruha Benjamin, Boston University
Presider: Ruha Benjamin, Boston University
Towards a Forensic Approach to Illness Narratives: Because it Matters. David A. Rier, Bar Ilan University
Embodied Activism without Bodies? Analysis of Embodiment in the Pro-Breastfeeding and Anti-Male Circumcision Movements. Harmony Danyelle Newman, Tulane University; Laura M. Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
Pharmatech You: The Marketization of Identity Politics. Catherine Bliss, Brown University
Stunting Professionalism: The Potency and Durability of the Hidden Curriculum within Medical Education. Barret Michalec, University of Delaware; Fred Hafferty, University of Minnesota-Duluth
Discussant: Sara N. Shostak, Brandeis University
438. Regular Session. Mental Health I
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University
Presider: Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University
Antecedents and Consequences of Personal Resources: Evidence on the Causation-selection Debate. R. Jay Turner, Vanderbilt University; Tony N. Brown, Vanderbilt University
Armed Conflict Exposure, the Proliferation of Stress and the Mental Health of Immigrants in Canada. Marie-Pier Joly, University of Toronto; Blair Wheaton, University of Toronto
Quantity and Form of Lifetime Stress Accumulation as Predictors of Current Mental Health. Donald A. Lloyd, University of Southern California
The Proximity of Common Unhappiness and Misery. Jason Schnittker, University of Pennsylvania
Discussant: William R. Avison, University of Western Ontario

439. Regular Session. Money, Markets, and Politics in Higher Education
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Josipa Roks, University of Virginia
Presider: Pamela R. Bennett, Johns Hopkins University
Disparities in Debt: Parents’ Socioeconomic Resources and Young Adult Student Loan Debt. Jason N. Houle, University of Wisconsin-Madison
The Revenue Profiles of Public Universities: Diversity, Change Over Time and the Role of Services. Sondra N. Barringer, University of Arizona
Creating Conservatism: How Campuses Shape Political Discourse and Style. Amy J. Binder, University of California-San Diego; Kate Wood, University of California-San Diego
Expansion of Higher Education and Political Tolerance in Taiwan. Wei-Lin Chen, University of Iowa
Discussant: Eric Grodsky, University of Minnesota

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Sarah Sobieraj, Tufts University
Presider: Helen B. Marrow, Tufts University
Border Games: Play, Performance and Simulation of Law Enforcement among Border Watch Groups. Emine Fidan Elcioğlu, University of California-Berkeley
Governing Trafficking in Persons: Localizing Counter-human Trafficking Rights through the State and Movement in China. Elena Shih, University of California-Los Angeles
Removal as Disposal? Deportation and the Value of Non-citizen Life. M. Christine Wheatley, University of Texas-Austin
Race and Immigration Policy in the Americas. David Scott FitzGerald, University of California-San Diego; David A. Cook-Martin, Grinnell College
Discussant: Helen B. Marrow, Tufts University

441. Regular Session. Quantitative Methodology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: David J. Harding, University of Michigan
Presider: David J. Harding, University of Michigan
A Comparison of Alternative Methods for Describing Life Course Trajectories. John Robert Warren, University of Minnesota; Alberto Palloni, University of Wisconsin-Madison; James M. Raymo, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Andrew Halpern-Manners, University of Minnesota; Liying Luo, University of Minnesota
Logistic Network Regression for Scalable Analysis of Networks with Joint Edge/Vertex Dynamics. Zack W. Almquist, University of California-Irvine; Carter T. Butts, University of California-Irvine
Discrete Choice Models of Neighborhood Migration: Examining IIA and Alternatives to Conditional Logit. Lincoln G. Quillian, Northwestern University
New Perspectives on Causal Mediation Analysis. Michael E. Sobel, Columbia University; Xiaolu Wang, Columbia University
Discussant: Geoffrey Thomas Wodtke, University of Michigan

442. Regular Session. Religion: Conflict and Resolution I
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Susan A. Farrell, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Presider: Susan A. Farrell, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Globalization and Religious Isomorphism: The Case of Tajikistan. Hakim Zainiddinov, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
The Dark Side of Altruism? Altruism and Approval of the 9/11 Attacks in the Muslim World. Tim Sven Mueller, University of Oxford
The Mode of Modern State Power Operations on Religious Minorities: Violence against Coptic Christians in Egypt. Hyun Jeong Ha, University of Texas-Austin
The Role of Generation, Discrimination and Religious Context for Migrants' Religion in Europe. Koen Van der Bracht, Ghent University-Belgium; Bart Van de Putte, Ghent University-Belgium
Religious Differences in Attitudes about Social Issues, 1972 to 2010: Test of the Polarization Hypothesis. Paul D Anderson, University of Cincinnati
Discussant: N. J. Demerath, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

443. Regular Session. Transnational Processes
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Zsuzsa Gille, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Presider: Lynne Allison Haney, New York University
Japanese Passport, Multi-cultural Dreams: Palimpsestic Practices of Transnational Whiteness. Christina Owens,
444. Regular Session. Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations: Constructing Active Citizens

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Debra Minkoff, Columbia University-Barnard College
Presider: Debra Minkoff, Columbia University-Barnard College

Creating Good Citizens? Toward a Clarified Understanding of Selection and Causality in Voluntary Associations. Matthew G. Baggetta, Indiana University

Neo-liberal Volunteers Learning How to Do Inequality in Everyday Life. Nina Eliasoph, University of Southern California

People Like Me: Ideologically Heterogeneous Organizations and the Experience of Community. Melissa F. Pirkey, University of Notre Dame

Discussant: Mark R. Warren, Harvard University


Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Ching Kwan Lee, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Ching Kwan Lee, University of California-Los Angeles

Exclusion, Social Protections and Precarious Work in Mekong Southeast Asia. Dennis Arnold, Maastricht University

Why Don't Informal Workers Organize? The Livelihoods and Politics of South Africa's Marginalized Labor Force. Ben Scully, Johns Hopkins University

Workplace and Community Struggles of a Fragmented Working Class: Unions and Politics of Informality (Argentina). Rodolfo Gaston Elbert, University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Precariat's Challenge to Social Theory: Iran's Income Grant as an Unlikely Case Study. Kevan Harris, Johns Hopkins University

A Second Marriage? An Intersection of Marxism and Feminism Among India’s Informal Workers. Rina Agarwala, Johns Hopkins University

Discussant: Ruth Milkman, City University of New York-Graduate Center

446. Section on Animals and Society Paper Session.

Importance of Looking at Animals in Sociology

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Angela G. Mertig, Middle Tennessee State University

Presider: Angela G. Mertig, Middle Tennessee State University

Society and Animals Through the Lens of the Holy Trinity. Jennifer R. Kelly, Michigan State University

They Came From Ohio: Animals, Monsters, and Narratives of Nature/Culture Boundaries. Damien Contessa, University of South Florida

Symbiotic Ideologies: Stewardship, Dominion, and Husbandry. Colter Ellis, University of Colorado

Discussant: Angela G. Mertig, Middle Tennessee State University

447. Section on Communication and Information Technology Paper Session. The Future(s) of Research on Communication and Information Technology

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizers: Gina Neff, University of Washington

Presider: Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham

Engaging Individuals in New Societies: Expanding Traditional Research Methodologies for the Digital Age. Kelly N. Foster, University of Georgia

The Arab Spring and Media Narratives: Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation to Measure the Media. Charles Causey, University of Washington

Hired Hands and Dubious Guesses: Adventures in Crowd-sourced Data Collection. Aaron Shaw, University of California-Berkeley

When You Just Can’t Get Away: Exploring the Use of ICTs in Facilitating Negative Work/Home Spillover. Ronald W. Berkowsky, University of Alabama-Birmingham

The Iron Law 2.0: Does the Digital Age Enable More Democracy within Social Movement Organizations? Jen Schradie, University of California-Berkeley

448. Section on Comparative-Historical Sociology Paper Session.

Revolutions "New" and "Old"

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizers: Mounira Maya Charrad, University of Texas-Austin

Presider: Mounira Maya Charrad, University of Texas-Austin

Civic Secession: Framing in Yemen's Southern Mobility Movement. Elizabeth Lynn Young, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor


Revolutionary Ecology and the Rise of Taiping Rebellion, 1846-1853. Yang Zhang, University of Chicago

Similar Beginnings, Different Endings: The Semiabsolutist States and Revolutionary Outcomes in Germany and Russia. Pavel I. Osinsky, Appalachian State University

Discussant: Danielle Kane, Duke University
449. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Transnationalism and Development Issues Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Robert Courtney Smith, City University of New York-Baruch College and Graduate Center
Presider: Robert Courtney Smith, City University of New York-Baruch College and Graduate Center
Return Migration and Happiness: Income, Aspirations and Subjective Well-being among Returned Romanian Emigrants. David Bartram, University of Leicester
The Migrant, Intermediaries and the State in Bangladeshi Migration to Japan and the United States of America. Hasan Mahmud, University of California-Los Angeles
Until I Go to Thailand: A Culture of Migration among Rural Cambodian Youth. Maryann Bylander, University of Texas-Austin

450. Section on Medical Sociology Roundtable Session. Colorado Convention Center
8:30-10:10am, Roundtables:
Session Organizer: Neale Chumbler, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis
Table 1. Sociology of Health and Illness Journal
Table Presider: Jonathan Peter Gabe, University of London-Royal Holloway
Table 2. Sociology of Health and Illness Journal Table
Table Presider: Clive Seale, University of London-Queen Mary
Table 3. Mental Health Issues and Medicine #1
Table Presider: Wendy D. Brynildsen, Duke University
Depressive Mood and Children: Europe and South Korea. Antonio Rodríguez Andrés, Aarhus University; Rosemary L. Hopcroft, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Yong-Hwan Noh, Seoul Women’s University
How do Relationship Quality and Status Influence Depression within a Non-marital Relationship? Jessica Seberger, University of Georgia-Athens; Ronald L. Simons, University of Georgia
The Role of Stress Patterns in Depression, and Suicidal Ideation among Disadvantaged Mexican American Adults. Jarron M. Saint Onge, University of Houston; Alice Cepeda, University of Houston; Avelardo Valdez, University of Houston

Table 4. Gender and Health
Table Presider: Erin Leigh Pullen, University of Kentucky
African American Women's Preventative Care Usage: The Role of Social Networks and Racial Experiences. Erin Leigh Pullen, University of Kentucky; Carrie B. Oser, University of Kentucky
Educating Women for HIV Prevention: Does Exposure to Mass Media. Syeda S. Jesmin, University of North Texas-Dallas; Sanjukta Chaudhuri, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire; Shahnaz Abdullah, University of Massachusetts-Boston
God’s Plan: Devout Catholic Women Negotiate Maternal Desire, Religion, and ARTs. DANIELLE Czarnecki, University of Michigan
Navigating the Medical Context of Maternity Care: A Comparison of Lactation Consultants and Doulas. Jennifer M.C. Torres, University of Michigan

Table 5. SES and Health
Table Presider: Lucie Kalousova, University of Michigan
Class Differences in Self-rated Health: An International Comparison. Kayla Baumgartner, The University of Western Ontario
Cumulative Adverse Socioeconomic Circumstances and Health. Katie Kerstetter, George Mason University; John J. Green, University of Mississippi
Differential Effects of Wealth and Education on the Development and Diagnoses of Type II Diabetes. Lucie Kalousova, University of Michigan
Education as “the Great Equalizer”: Health Benefits for Blacks and Whites. Christopher Holmes, University of Wyoming; Anna Zajacova, University of Wyoming
The Determinants of Racial Inequality in the Kidney Transplantation System. Jonathan K. Daw, University of Colorado-Boulder

Table 6. Social Networks and Health
Table Presider: Noah J Webster, University of Michigan
Health Influences on Social Network Change: The Contextualizing Role of Socio-economic Status. Noah J Webster, University of Michigan; Heather R. Fuller-Iglesias, North Dakota State University; Toni C. Antonucci, University of Michigan
Network Characteristics, Perceived Social Support, and Psychological Distress in Mothers of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder. Paul R. Benson, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Network Properties and Types of Work: Mapping the Work Force in Chronic Illness Management. Ivaylo Vassilev, University of Manchester; Anne Rogers, University of Manchester; Christian Blickem, University of Manchester; Helen Brooks, University of Manchester; David Reeves, University of Manchester; Dharmi Kapadia, University of Manchester
Social Networks of Similar Others: Formation, Activation, and Consequences of Network Ties on Healthcare Experiences. Elizabeth Gage, State University of New York-Buffalo

Table 7. Aging and Health
Table Presider: Atsuko Kawakami, Arizona State University
Aging Anxiety, Complementary/Alternative Medicine, and the Meaning of Aging in Baby Boomers. Natalie
Table 8. Racial and Ethnic Relations and Health
Table Presider: Kaya Hamer-Small, State University of New York-Albany
Race and Gender Differences in Nursing Home Admissions and Discharges. Stipica Mudrazija, University of Texas-Austin; Mieke Beth Thomeer, University of Texas
Sources of Black-White Differences in Cancer Screening and Mortality. Jessica Y. Ho, University of Pennsylvania; Irma T. Elo, University of Pennsylvania
The Contingent Effects of Key Social Characteristics on Perceived Racial Prejudice in Healthcare. Martin Sanchez-Jankowski, University of California; Manata Hashemi, University of California-Berkeley
Differences in Health Outcomes of Foreign- and Native-Born Households in New York City. Kaya Hamer-Small, State University of New York-Albany

Table 9. Comparative Health
Table Presider: Nolan Phillips, University of California-Irvine
A Comparative Study of the Health Care Transformation in China and Taiwan: A Preliminary Analysis. Meei-Shia Chen, National Cheng Kung University
Epidemics and the State: A Comparative-Historical Study of the United States and Britain. Charles Allan Mccoy, University of Virginia
In Search of Balance: Becoming a Follower of Ayurveda in Argentina. Bettina Freidin, University of Buenos Aires
One Country, Two Societies: Rural-urban Dichotomy in Health Care for the Elderly in China. Yan Long, University of Michigan; Lydia Li, University of Michigan
Culture and Power in Global Health Disparities. Nolan Phillips, University of California-Irvine

Table 10. Social Support and Health
Table Presider: Anastasia S. Vogt Yuan, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Marital Status and Quality of Life from 1972 to 2010. Anastasia S. Vogt Yuan, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Table 11. Children, Youth and Health
Table Presider: Anthony Michael Jimenez, University of Texas-El Paso
After the Flood: A Survey-based Assessment of Respiratory Health Impacts on El Paso’s (Texas) Hispanic Youth. Anthony Michael Jimenez, University of Texas-El Paso; Timothy William Collins, University of Texas-El Paso
Separating Boys and Girls and Increasing Weight? Single-Sex Schools and Weight Through Random Assignment. Hyunjoon Park, University of Pennsylvania; Jere Behrman, University of Pennsylvania; Jaesung Choi, University of Pennsylvania
The Effects of Having a Disabled Sibling during Childhood on Young Adults’ Educational Attainment. Anna Penner, University of California-Riverside
The Influence of Social Status and Social Control on the Health Behaviors of Young Adults. David Michael Ramey, Ohio State University
Understanding Multiple Levels of Norms about Teen Pregnancy and Their Relationships to Teens’ Sexual Behaviors. Stefanie Mollborn, University of Colorado-Boulder; Jason D. Boardman, University of Colorado; Benjamin Domingue, University of Colorado-Boulder
Health Outcomes for Adolescents Involved in Age Discordant Relationships as the Older Partner. Jeni Loftis, Purdue University

Table 12. Obesity Issues
Table Presider: Claire E Altman, Pennsylvania State University
Carry That Weight: Genetic Responsibility, Genetic Suffering and Geneodicy. Michael Halpin, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Do People Associate Obesity with Poor Health? Changes
and Disparities in Obesity-related Health Knowledge. 

Claire E Altman, Pennsylvania State University; Jennifer Van Hook, Pennsylvania State University; Marianne Hillemeier, Pennsylvania State University

The Spatial Embeddedness of Neighborhood Effects: Toward a Spatial Understanding of Mental Health and Obesity. Corina Graif, Harvard University

Social and Health Changes Following Bariatric Surgery. Doris Palmer, Arizona State University; Jennie Jacobs Kronenfeld, Arizona State University

Table 13. Social Psychological Issues and Health
Table Presider: Krystia Mossakowski, University of Hawaii-Manoa

Caring Like a Nurse. John William Kaiser, University of California-Berkeley

Identity Difference in Family and Health in Hawaii. Ki Tae Park, University of Hawaii

Identity Processes and Coping with a Rare Illness: What We Can Learn from Cushing’s Syndrome. Kristina Fasteson Simacek, Indiana University; Alexander Lu, Indiana University

Transcending the Body: Experiences of Self, Wellness, and Lifestyle in Laughter Clubs. Deborah A. Potter, University of Louisville


Table 14. Neighborhood/Urbanicity and Health
Table Presider: Kristie Lynn Afonso, University of Central Florida

Neighborhood Commercial Activity, Social Resources and Health: The Effect of Physical Disorder. Eileen E.S. Bjornstrom, University of Missouri; Margaret Ralston, University of Missouri-Columbia

Strengthening Communities for Better Health: Warmly Persuasive Ideas and Interventions. Eva Elliott, Cardiff University; Gareth Williams, Cardiff University

The Fear of Crime and Health Effects: A Systematic Literature Review. Kristie Lynn Afonso, University of Central Florida

The Growing Need to Address Physician Shortages in the United States: Ethnic Minority, Poverty, and Urbanization. Cirila Estela Vasquez Guzman, University of New Mexico; Aki Roberts, University of New Mexico

Table 15. Stress, Coping, Social Status and Health
Table Presider: Adam Matthew Lippert, Pennsylvania State University

Help or Hurt? Unsolicited Job Information and Receivers’ Psychological Distress. Lijun Song, Vanderbilt University; Wenhong Chen, University of Texas-Austin

Predictive Strength of Self-rated Health on Mortality Risk Across Racial and Ethnic Groups. Ryan HornBuckle, Portland State University; Hyeyoung Woo, Portland State University

Table 16. Insurance Industry and Macro-level Effects
Table Presider: Laura Senier, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Health Insurance Coverage for Genetic Services in Wisconsin. Rachel Smith, University of Nebraska-Medical Center; Laura Senier, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Matthew Kearney, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Jason Ronald Orne, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Insurance Coverage among Hispanic Adults in the United States: The Impact of Immigration. T. Elizabeth Durden, Bucknell University; Lucy G. Dean, Bucknell University

Local Resource Inequities as Predictors of Gaps in Healthcare Services Provision. Matthew E. Archibald, Colby College

The Culture of Translational Medical Research. Joseph A. Kotarba, Texas State University

The Making of a Harmful “Therapeutic Breakthrough.” Courtney Davis, University of Sussex

The Realm of Medical Outsourcing: The Branding of Cosmetic Surgery in Argentina. Anahi Viladrich, City University of New York-Queens College; Rita – Baron-Faust, City University of New York-Queens College

Table 17. Medical Industry and Doctor Patient Relation
Table Presider: Matthew K. Grace, Indiana University

Do Continuity of Care and Physician Trust Matter for Health Outcomes? Matthew K. Grace, Indiana University

Labor Market Institutions and Social Policy as a Structural Influence on Health. Adam Mayer, Colorado State University

Preserving Autonomy While Sharing Patients: Consultations in Hospital Care Delivery. Hyeyoung Oh, University of California-Los Angeles

Proceeding with Caution: The Medicalization of Chronic Back Pain. Holly Renzhofer, Case Western Reserve University

What Influences Physicians’ Fear of Malpractice? Jennifer M. Murphy, California State University-Sacramento; Alexandrea Hunt, Temple University

Table 18. Mental Health Issues and Medicine #2
Table Presider: Steven M Frenk, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Smoking, Socio-economic Status, and Health: Interpreting Unexpected Outcomes. Nancy G. Kutner, Emory University; Rebecca Zhang, Emory University

Stress, Coping, and Mental Health Differences among Homeless People. Adam Matthew Lippert, Pennsylvania State University; Barrett Lee, Pennsylvania State University

Subjective Social Status, Perceived Social Mobility and Health in China. Lei Jin, The Chinese University-Hong Kong; Tony Tam, The Chinese University-Hong Kong and Academia Sinica
Beyond Clergy: Congregations’ Sponsorship of Social Services for People with Mental Disorders. Steven M Frenk, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
The Relationship between DSM-IV Diagnoses and Return to Incarceration. James A. Wilson, Russell Sage Foundation; Peter B. Wood, Eastern Michigan University
The Social as a Bridge between Illness and Health: A Neurosociology of Mental Health. Anne Frances Eisenberg, State University of New York-Geneseo

Table 19. Complex Systems and Healthcare Delivery
Table Presider: Arlett Lomeli, Texas A&M University
Donor Milk in Neonatal Intensive Care: Body Dirt or Liquid Gold? Katherine Carroll, University of Technology-Sydney
Pursuing Pregnancy: Medical and Non-medical Responses to Infertility. Arthur L. Greil, Alfred University; Michele Lowry, Alfred University; Katherine M. Johnson, Pennsylvania State University; Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Richard Michael Simon, Pennsylvania State University; Kathleen S. Slauson-Blevins, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Rethinking Patient Involvement and Empowerment. Karrie Ann Snyder, Northwestern University; Alexander Tate, Northwestern University
The Vicious Cycle: Malnutrition Among Women and Children. Arlett Lomeli, Texas A&M University

Table 20. Open Medical Sociology Table
Table Presider: Hongwei Xu, Brown University
Volunteering and Health Risk Behaviors. Alexander Lu, Indiana University
Why Do Rural Chinese Rate Their Health Better Than Do Urban Chinese? Hongwei Xu, Brown University
Market Transition, Social Stratification, and Health Disparity: Trends in Health Disparities during China's Economic Reform. Soyoung Kwon, Purdue University
Do Degrees Matter? Health Disparities between Bachelors and Associates Degree Holders with Similar Job Quality. Janet E. Rosenbaum, University of Maryland

Table 21. Intersectionality and Navigating Institutions of Higher Education
Table Presider: Marcia Texler Segal, Indiana University-South East
An Intersectional Analysis of Tenure-track Faculty Satisfaction with Family Policies. Heather Schneller, University of Arkansas; Anna Zajicek, University of Arkansas
Chicano/Latino(as)’ First Year Graduate School Experience: An Intersectionality Perspective. Elvia Ramirez, California State University-Sacramento
Theorizing the Intersectional Identities of Undocumented Latina/o College Students. Laura E. Enriquez, University of California-Los Angeles

Table 2. Labor and Occupational Hierarchies
Table Presider: Kim A. Logio, Saint Joseph's University
Minority Women in Bangladesh: Intersectionality, Marginalization, and Gender-specific Social Capital. Fauzia Erfan Ahmed, Miami University-Ohio
Reproducing Class Divisions: Retail Worker and Customer Interactions. Janette Diaz, University of California-Santa Barbara

Table 3. Stereotypes and Social Stigma
Table Presider: Catherine E. Harnois, Wake Forest University
Betting on Black and White: How Race and Gender Stereotypes Influence Problem Gambling Counselors. Rose Buckelew, Duke University
How Willing is Willing? Operationalizing Intersectionality in the Study of Stigma. Melissa Fugiero, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Evolving Disadvantage: Examining Gender Differences in Racial Stereotypes for African Americans. Khirin Carter, University of Iowa; Mary Elizabeth Campbell, University of Iowa
Table 4. Social Justice and Memory
Race, Class, Gender and Memory of the Bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church. Sandra K. Gill, Gettysburg College
Significant Life Experiences and Environmental Justice: Positionality and the Significance of Different Social/Environmental Experiences. Donovan Keith Ceaser, Louisiana State University

453. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Paper Session. Socio-historical Significance of Changing Ethnicity and Race Categories: Beyond the Black, Latino, and White Paradigm
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Nadia Y. Kim, Loyola Marymount University
Presider: Nadia Y. Kim, Loyola Marymount University
Nationalism and the Science of Ethnic Categorization. Greggor Mattson, Oberlin College
Racial Categories or Racial Continua? The Latent Intensity of Race/Ethnic Identities. Anthony Daniel Perez, University of North Carolina; Charles Hirschman, University of Washington
Re-making Race for Inclusion: “Race” and “Class” Categories in Brazil’s New Affirmative Action. Michelle Elaine Peria, University of California-Irvine; Stanley R. Bailey, University of California-Irvine
Trapped in Racial Limbo: How Racial Triangulation can Explain the Mexican Inner Ethnic Conflict. Marisa Estela Sanchez, Texas A&M University

454. Section on Sociology of Development Roundtable Session (one-hour).
Colorado Convention Center
8:30-9:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Christopher B. Yenkey, University of Chicago
Deirdre Aine Oakley, Georgia State University

Table 1. Institutional and Community Issues
Table Presider: Lindsey M Ibinez, Ohio State University
Civic Agriculture in Latin America: The Social Construction of Embedded Food Systems. Lindsey M Ibinez, Ohio State University
Globalization, Diversification, and Development: Coal, Skiing, and Second Homes in Southeastern British Columbia. Paul S. Ciccantell, Western Michigan University; Jacquelynn Doyon, Western Michigan University; David Joseph Piacenti, Metropolitan College-Denver
The Social Determinants of the Rule of Law: A Comparison of Jamaica and Barbados. Andrew Dawson, University of Montreal
Towards a Sociology of Alternative Homeownership through an Examination of the Urban Community Land Trust. Mia Charlene White, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Table 2. State-level Institutions and Development Strategies
Table Presider: Astra Bonini, Columbia University
From Development to Development Cooperation: Foreign Aid, Ownership, and the Developmental State in South Korea. Eun Mee Kim, EWHA Womans University; Pil Ho Kim, SungKongHoe University
Elites, Politics, and Institutions: Eastern Europe 20 Years Later. Patricia T Young, Stanford University

Table 3. Issues in Migration
Table Presider: Matthew R. Sanderson, Kansas State University
Beauty, Money, and the Distribution of Talent: A Local-level Panel Data Analysis. Xinxiang Chen, Mississippi State University; Guangqing Chi, Mississippi State University
Migration and the Expansion of Micro-credit in Cambodia. Maryann Bylander, University of Texas-Austin; Erin R. Hamilton, University of California-Davis

Table 4. Fertility, Reproduction, and Marriage
Table Presider: Seokmin Lee, State University of New York-Binghamton University
From Arranged Marriages to Eloping for Love: Schemas of Marital Change and Development. Keera Allendorf, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Lost in Translation: Economic Development and Lowest Low Fertility in Singapore. Hsiao-Li (Shirley) Sun, Nanyang Technological University

Table 5. Issues in Chinese Development
Table Presider: Sarah Christine Swider, Wayne State University
Bringing the State and Market Back Together: An Examination of China’s Informal Economy. Sarah Christine Swider, Wayne State University
Foreign Direct Investment and Regional Development in China 1979-2009. Jianmei Hao, University of Utah
Global City Formation with Chinese Characteristics. David A. Smith, University of California-Irvine; Michael Timberlake, University of Utah

**Table 6. Issues in African Development**
Table Presider: **Brian J. Dill**, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Corruption: Empowering Marginalized Groups by Embedding Meta-circuits of Bureaucratic Agency. **Braden Leap**, University of Missouri
Evaluating the Effectiveness of Short-term Humanitarian Aid. **Christi Delgatty**, Texas State University
Fixing the State: Recognition, Politics, and Community-based Development in Tanzania. **Brian J. Dill**, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Table 7. Cultural and Political Theory**
Table Presider: **Lorien Jasny**, University of California-Davis
A Culture Divided Cannot Stand: Unifying and Expanding Development Sociology’s Conceptions of Culture. **Nicholas J Bloom**, University of California-San Diego
Relational Political Culture: A Critique of Inglehart’s Postmaterialist Thesis. **Lorien Jasny**, University of California-Davis
Salvaging American Democracy. **Mikhail Balaev**, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Why American Leaders Have Problems at Nation-building. **Jerome Braun**, Independent Scholar
The Cognitive Economy of Class Contention in Metro Manila. **Marco Z. Garrido**, University of Michigan

**Table 8. New Findings from Large Scale Models**
Table Presider: **Nafisa Halim**, Boston University
Foreign Aid Allocation from a Network Perspective: The Effect of Global Ties. **Liam Swiss**, Memorial University
Inequality: Bane Or Boon? Income Inequality and Individual Well-being for 339,448 Respondents in 96 Nations. **Jonathan Kelley**, University of Nevada-Reno; **Mariah Debra Evans**, University of Nevada-Reno
Lagged Effects of GDP, Education, and Gender on Democracy. **Mikhail Balaev**, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

**Psychological Mechanisms**

**Hyatt Regency Denver**
Session Organizers: **Megan Andrew**, University of Notre Dame; **Mark A. Berends**, University of Notre Dame
Presider: **Dara Renee Shifrer**, University of Texas-Austin
What's Race Got to Do With It? Navigating Multiple Identities in Law School. **Yung-Yi Diana Pan**, University of California-Irvine
Winners and Losers: Teachers’ Perceptions of the Children of Immigrants. **Sarah F. Blanchard**, University of Texas
In Need of Leverage: The Blind Spot with Focusing on Identity and School Outlooks. **Maria G. Rendon**, University of California-Irvine
Anti-Academic Norms, Peer Harassment, and Race. **Robert W Faris**, University of California-Davis

**456. Section on Sociology of Religion Paper Session: Biology, Family and Local Contexts**

**Colorado Convention Center**
Session Organizer: **Daniel V.A. Olson**, Purdue University
Presider: **Amy L. Adamczyk**, City University of New York- John Jay College
"Born Again": Social and Biological Dimensions of a Life-course Turning Point. **Aniruddha Das**, McGill University
Does Parental Religiosity Influence Child Achievement and Well-being? A Longitudinal Assessment in Public and Catholic Schools. **Benjamin G. Gibbs**, Brigham Young University; **Kevin M. Shafer**, Brigham Young University; **Brett Peterson**, Brigham Young University
Evangelical Christians’ Views on Medicalization and Children’s Behavioral Issues: The Case of ADHD. **Kati Li**, Princeton University
The Impact of Local Religious Contexts on the Social Ties and Civic Engagement of the Non-religious. **Chaeyoon Lim**, University of Wisconsin-Madison; **Carol Ann MacGregor**, Princeton University

**457. Section on the Political Economy and the World-System Paper Session. World Revolutions and the Arab Spring**

**Colorado Convention Center**
Session Organizers: **Valentine M. Moghadam**, Northeastern University; **Christopher Chase-Dunn**, University of California-Riverside
Presider: **Christopher Chase-Dunn**, University of California-Riverside
Building A Neo-Liberal State; Investigating the Legacy of the American Occupation of Iraq. **Yousef Kazem Baker**, University of California-Santa Barbara
Cognitive Capitalism and the 2011 Global Revolt: World-historical Perspectives. **Brendan Innis McQuade**, State University of New York-Binghamton University
Transnational Activism and Global Transformation: An Emerging Subsystem of World Politics? **Jackie Smith**, University of Pittsburgh; **Brittany Julia Duncan**, University of Pittsburgh
Discussants: **Valentine M. Moghadam**, Northeastern University; **Thomas Ehrlich Reifer**, University of San Diego

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Philip S. Gorski, Yale University
Author: John L. Martin, University of Chicago
Presider: Philip S. Gorski, Yale University
Critics: Ivan Ermakoff, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Thomas F. Gieryn, Indiana University

9:30 am Meetings
Section on Race, Gender and Class Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Sociology of Development Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center

10:30 am Meetings
Honors Program Advisory Panel – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section-in-formation Consumers and Consumption Meeting – Colorado Convention Center

462. Real Utopia Proposal Session. Work-family Reconciliation Policies and Gender Equality

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Janet Gornick, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Presider: Janet Gornick, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Panelist: Janet Gornick, City University of New York-Graduate Center

Discussant: Harry Brighouse, University of Wisconsin

In this essay, we draw on feminist welfare state scholarship to outline an institutional arrangement that would support an euner–carer society — that is, a social arrangement in which women and men engage symmetrically in paid work and unpaid caregiving and where young children have ample time with their parents. We present a blueprint for work–family reconciliation policies in three areas — paid family-leave provisions, working-time regulations, and early childhood education and care — and we identify key policy design principles. We describe and assess these work–family reconciliation policies as they operate in six European countries widely considered to be policy exemplars: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, and France. We close with an analysis of potential barriers to achievability.

463. Thematic Session. Contemporary LGBT Sexualities and Social Justice

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Mignon R. Moore, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Mignon R. Moore, University of California-Los Angeles
Panelists: Stephen Hicks, University of Salford
Nancy Polikoff, American University
Roderick A. Ferguson, University of Minnesota

Over the past decade, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) sexuality has often been at the center of political debates about social policy, including the recognition and status of same-sex couples, and the well-being of children of lesbian or gay parents. This session examines the tensions between the dream of a particular sense of equality across sexual identity categories, the limitations of existing federal policies, and societal/religious traditions that perpetuate cultural norms. The panelists investigate and critique the normative dimensions of sexuality and the law, identify the struggles in the creation of alternative social understandings of kinship, and challenge the parameters
464. Thematic Session. Practicing Freedom in the Classroom: Toward a Sociology for Critical Pedagogy

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizers: Patricia Hill Collins, University of Maryland-College Park
Margaret Russell Austin Smith, University of Maryland-College Park
Laura Tee, University of Maryland-College Park
Roderick Carey, University of Maryland-College Park
Wyletta Gamble, University of Maryland-College Park

Presider: Prudence L. Carter, Stanford University

Teaching as an Instance of the Humanities. Michael E. Brown, Northeastern University

Power and Privilege at an Elite Boarding School: Lessons from the Field. Shankum Rahman Khan, Columbia University

Inquiry, Self-knowledge, and Critical Pedagogy: Welcoming the Personal-as-Political in the Classroom. Sarah Nell Rusche, North Carolina State University; Kendra Jason, North Carolina State University

Seeking Educational Justice, Revitalizing American Democracy. Mark R. Warren, Harvard University

"Big, important questions rarely have short, simple answers" (Collins 2009: 102). And the space to ask and explore questions – space "where the answers we give matter less than the questions we ask" (Collins 2009: 102) – has the potential to become emancipatory space. A sociological imagination in classrooms (Sociology classrooms or otherwise) can hold particular potential for the development of such questions. Exploring those questions with our students can also help us understand how our students experience the classroom, as well as how those experiences relate to institutional designs in which those classrooms are situated and the broader social processes shaping those designs. Sociological understanding can help us, as educators, look at the ways of knowing students encounter in the classroom. It can also help us to understand learning as a social process. This panel will offer a forum for dialogue about critical pedagogy as a practice and about how sociological questions may inform and enhance that practice. This session would encourage conversation about how sociological inquiry regarding knowledge, ways of knowing, pedagogy, and the classroom (regardless of whether that classroom is institutionally situated within Sociology) can be directed toward the creation of emancipatory spaces, where education does not simply enable students to fit in to systems of oppression but also encourages the development of critical consciousness and critical inquiry.

465. Thematic Session. Utopian Visions, Surprising Consequences

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Marion S. Goldman, University of Oregon
Presider: Craig Calhoun, Social Science Research Council

Implementing Utopian Visions in Contemporary Communities: Successes and Failures. Benjamin Zablacki, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

Tropical Utopias in Theory and Practice: From Jesuits to Jim Jones. Suzanna Hecht, University of California-Los Angeles

How America became Actualized: Esalen and the Human Potential Movement. Marion S. Goldman, University of Oregon

Immigrant Hopes and Nativist Dreams: Two Imagined Utopias. Mary Romero, Arizona State University

This panel explores the intersection of utopian ideas and actual intentional communities in the Americas. Focusing primarily on the 20th and 21st centuries, the presenters integrate case studies and structural approaches in order to examine the ways that real and imagined utopias have had a profound impact on personal lives, political conflicts, and cultural preoccupations.

466. Special Session. Organization Failure

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Diane Vaughan, Columbia University
Presider: Diane Vaughan, Columbia University

The Spectacular Failure of Agency Theory. Frank Dobbin, Harvard University

The Unintended Consequences of Accountability in American Education. Jennifer L. Jennings, New York University; Barbara Falk Condilffe, Johns Hopkins University; Daniel Koretz, Harvard University

Climate Change as an Organizational Problem. Charles B. Perrow, Yale University

Network Failure: Innovation in the New Old Economy. Josh Whitford, Columbia University

Discussant: Diane Vaughan, Columbia University

This panel will examine varieties of organization failure, defined broadly as how things go wrong, unanticipated negative consequences, or more specifically, "an event, activity, or circumstance, occurring in and/or produced by a formal organization, that deviates from both formal design goals and normative standards or expectations, either in fact of its occurrence or in its consequences, and produces a negative outcome:"

467. Departmental Management and Leadership Workshop. Preparing for Program Review

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Kerry J. Strand, Hood College
Leader: Kerry J. Strand, Hood College
Co-Leader: Theodore C. Wagenaar, Miami University

This workshop helps departments and programs prepare for a program review. By the end of the workshop, participants will: 1) have been introduced to several documents that can help them think about the assumptions and principles of program evaluation, including national guidelines for the undergraduate major found in Liberal Learning and the Sociology Major Updated (2004), 2) be familiar with resources from the ASA that can assist with the program review process, 3) have information on pre-visit activities, including what types of information an external reviewer will need before the visit, 4) know what activities to include during the visit, and 5) review how the report from an external reviewer (or site visit team) can be used to strengthen the department program. The workshop includes a question/answer session.

468. Professional Development Workshop. Telling Sociological Stories, Writing for Contexts and Beyond

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Arlene J. Stein, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Leader: Arlene J. Stein, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Co-Leader: Jodi O'Brien, Seattle University

We'll provide some basic pointers to those who would like to write "public sociology" of the sort that Contexts publishes, and also reflect more broadly on ways of bridging the worlds of journalism and sociology. If possible, before the workshop please take a look at Contexts' submission guidelines, available on the web. If you have specific article ideas, and would like to discuss them with us, we will have an opportunity to do that at the end of the workshop.

469. Policy and Research Workshop. Research Protections for Communities and Cultural Groups

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Phil Brown, Brown University
470. Teaching Workshop. Getting Published in TRAILS: Teaching Resources and Innovations Library for Sociology

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Margaret Weigers Vitullo, American Sociological Association
Co-Leaders: Nancy A. Greenwood, Indiana University-Kokomo
Carol A. Jenkins, Glendale Community College - ARIZONA
Andrea D. Miller, Webster University
Diane Pike, Augsburg College
Monika J. Ulrich, Arkansas State University

TRAILS is a curated, peer-reviewed, digital library of teaching materials for sociology. In addition to providing thousands of teaching resources in over 70 subject areas, it also provides a new way for faculty to demonstrate their teaching excellence for promotion and tenure committees. During this workshop participants will be introduced to TRAILS, will see examples of teaching resources that have successfully gone through the review process and met the criteria for publication, and will have an opportunity to begin work on their own future TRAILS submission.

471. Regular Session. Gender Inequality at Work: Discrimination, Disadvantage, and Different Pathways

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Claudia Geist, University of Utah
Presider: Claudia Geist, University of Utah
Closing the Gap? Cumulative Career Disadvantage in Three Cohorts of British Men and Women. Leen Vandecasteele, European University Institute
Recession, Man-cession, or Mom-cession? Gender Inequality in Reemployment Outcomes Disaggregated by Marital and Parental Status. Michelle Lee Marota, University of Washington; Brian Serafini, University of Washington
The Effect of Parental Status on Women and Men’s Perceptions of Sex Discrimination at Work. Lindsey Blair Trimble, Washington State University; Elizabeth C. Harris, Washington State University
The Gendered Recession. Katherine Weisshaar, Stanford University
Women’s Work Pathways: Competing Theories of Women’s Work Across the Life Course. Sarah Damaske, Pennsylvania State University; Adrienne Frech, University of Akron

472. Regular Session. History of Sociology/Social Thought

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jonathan D. VanAntwerpen, SSRC
Presider: Jonathan D. VanAntwerpen, SSRC
Labour's Utopias Revisited. Peter Beilharz, La Trobe University
Social Behaviorism and Symbolic Interactionism: Mead in the Intellectual Projects of Morris and Blumer. Daniel Robert Huebner, University of Chicago
The Marginal Man Revisited: Jews and Modernity in the Chicago School of Sociology, 1920s to 1930s. Chad Alan Goldberg, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Values and the War Effort: World War II Research on National Morale and its Impact. Stefan Bargheer, University of California-Los Angeles

Discussant: Andrew Abbott, University of Chicago

473. Regular Session. Law and Society

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Claire M. Renzetti, University of Kentucky
Presider: Claire M. Renzetti, University of Kentucky
Contesting “Policeability”: Cooperation, Control, and Resistance in South Los Angeles Community Police Meetings. Aaron Roussell, University of California-Irvine; Luis Daniel Gascon, University of California-Irvine
Sex and Race Discrimination Lawsuit Settlements as Mandates for Organizational Change. Cynthia Deitch, George Washington University; Ariane Hegewisch, Institute for Women's Policy Research
Producing Immigrant Victims’ “Right” to Legal Status and the Management of Legal Uncertainty. Sarah J. Morando, University of California-Los Angeles
The Equalizer? Gender, Guns and the Politics of Vulnerability. Jennifer Carlson, University of California-Berkeley

Discussant: Claire M. Renzetti, University of Kentucky

474. Regular Session. Medical Sociology 2

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Ruha Benjamin, Boston University
Presider: Elyas Bakhtiar, Boston University
Heath Effects of Beliefs about Inequality: An Empirical Analysis of China. Chunping Han, University of Texas-Arlington
Does Childhood Misfortune Increase Risk of Acute Myocardial Infarction in Adulthood? Patricia M. Morton, Purdue University; Kenneth F. Ferraro, Purdue University
The Conflict between Patient-centeredness and Evidence-based Medicine: A Qualitative Analysis of Responses to the COURAGE Study. David Schleifer, Columbia University

475. Regular Session. Militarization and Governance

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Gregory Hooks, Washington State University
Conflict, Militarization and Hunger across the Modern World System: The Social Unsustainability of War. Gretchen Thompson, North Carolina State University; Edward L. Kick, North Carolina State University
Failing States in Africa and the Middle East: Terrorist Group Formation and Terrorist Attacks Over Time. Chelli Plummer, North Carolina State University
The Arab Spring and the Role of the Military: Coercion and Diffusion through Arms Sales. Ori Swed, University of Texas-Austin
The Development Impact of Militarization and Corruption. Steven Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati; T. David Evans

476. Regular Session. Quantitative Analyses of Environmental Concern
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Aaron M. McCright, Michigan State University
Presider: John Clements, Michigan State University
Environmental Risk Perception: A Multi-level Study. Sandra T. Marquart-Pyatt, Michigan State University
Individual Environmental Concern in the World Polity: A Multi-level Analysis. Jennifer Givens, University of Utah; Andrew K. Jorgenson, University of Utah
The Politics of Environmental Concern: A Cross-national Analysis. Raphael Nawrotzki, University of Colorado-Boulder
Intersectionality: Moderating Effects of Gender and Demographic Characteristics of Environmental Concern. Carmel E. Price, Furman University; Stephanie A. Bohon, University of Tennessee
Discussant: Lawrence C. Hamilton, University of New Hampshire

477. Regular Session. Race and Ethnicity
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jessica M. Vasquez, University of Kansas
Presider: Jessica M. Vasquez, University of Kansas
Challenges to Social Constructionist Views of Race in the Genomic Era. Catherine Lee, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Crystal Bedley, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Immigrant Community Boundaries in Response to State Racial Categories. Tamera Lee Stover, University of California-Berkeley
Race-ing towards the Real South Korea: The Case of Black-Korean Nationals and African Migrants. Nadia Y. Kim, Loyola Marymount University
Transnational Racial Meanings and Racial Ideologies in Miami. Elizabeth Marie Aranda, University of South Florida

478. Regular Session. Religion: Conflict and Resolution II
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Susan A. Farrell, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Presider: Susan A. Farrell, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Muslim Inhabitation of American Forms. Mucahit Bilici, City University of New York-John Jay College
Resolving the Conflicts: The Meaning of Puritan Religious Regulation. Samuel David Stabler, Yale University
We are not Christians, We are Episcopalians: Defining Religious Identities within the Episcopal Church. Sherri Sasnett, University of Wyoming
Discussant: Stephen J. Ellingson, Hamilton College

479. Regular Session. The Politics of Place and Space
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Linda Lobao, Ohio State University
Presider: Linda Lobao, Ohio State University
The Politics of New Media, Space, and Race: A Socio-spatial Analysis of the 2008 Presidential Election. Michael J. Stern, College of Charleston; Bryan David Rookey, University of Portland
Fighting and Dying in Iraq: Patriotism, Poverty, and Opportunity Structure in Appalachia. Stephen J. Scanlan, Ohio University
The Economic Transformation in China and the Power Struggles over the Production of New Social Spaces. Yu Guo, University of Maryland-College Park
Framing Place: Conflict over Casino Development and the Right to Community. John Edward Balzarini, Temple University
Discussant: Deirdre Aine Oakley, Georgia State University

480. Regular Session. Violence
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Andrew V. Papachristos, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Presider: Ryan D. King, State University of New York-Albany
Legal Cynicism, Parental Appraisals of Adolescent Violence, and Labeling Processes. Brian James Soller, Ohio State University; Christopher R. Browning, Ohio State University; Aubrey Lynne Jackson, Ohio State University
Neighborhood Violent Crime and Achievement in Chicago. Julia Anne Burdick-Will, University of Chicago
Radicalization or Retribution? The Relationship between Terrorism and Hate Crime. Ryan D. King, State University of New York-Albany; Kathleen Deloughery, State University of New York-Albany; Victor Asal, State University of New York-Albany
Wounded: The Aftermath of Gun Violence. Jooyoung Kim Lee, University of Toronto
Discussant: Ryan D. King, State University of New York-Albany

481. Regular Session. Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations: Audiences and Fields
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Debra Minkoff, Columbia University-Barnard College
Presider: Debra Minkoff, Columbia University-Barnard College
The Bigger the Better? Niche Width and Audience Type in the Nonprofit Sector. Emily A. Barman, Boston University
The Liability of Serving Devalued Populations: Patterns of Disbanding among Nonprofit Human Service Organizations. Eve Garrow, University of Michigan; Yeheskel Hasenfeld, University of California-Los Angeles
In the Best Interests of Children and Prospective Parents: Homogenity in International Adoption Agency Self-promotion. Sarah Dunbrook Macdonald, University of California-Berkeley
The Interdependence of Social Movements: Disease Advocacy as Zero-Sum Game or Synergy. Rachel Kahn Best, University of California-Berkeley
Discussant: Brayden G. King, Northwestern University

482. Section on Animals and Society Paper Session. Changing Interactions between Humans and Other Animals
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Jessica Greenebaum, Central Connecticut State University
Presider: Jessica Greenebaum, Central Connecticut State University
My Best Friend and My Family: Narratives of Homeless People’s Relationships with their Pets. Leslie Irvine, University of Colorado
The Non-feminized Specialty of a Feminized Field: A Gendered Network Analysis of Large Animal Medicine. Jenny Reese Vermilya, University of Colorado
The Pig That Therefore I Am: Exploring the Human/Animal Boundary. Elizabeth Cherry, Manhattanville College

483. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Invited Session. Nonviolence in the Arab Spring
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Sharon Erickson Nepstad, University of New Mexico
Presider: Marian A Azab, Arizona State University
Reading Gandhi in the Middle East. Sean Chabot, Eastern Washington University; Majid Sharifi, Eastern Washington University
Classical Sociology and the Arab Spring: When Does Nonviolence Work? Gerardo Otero, Simon Fraser University
The Activist Networks behind Egypt’s “Spontaneous” Uprising. Killian Clarke, New York University
They Have a Gun in One Hand and the Media in the Other: Activists Confront the Old Regime in Post-Mubarak Egypt. Amy Kristine Holmes, American University-Cairo
Discussant: Mohammed Bamyeh, University of Pittsburgh

484. Section on Communication and Information Technology Roundtable Session (one-hour).
Colorado Convention Center
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Gina Neff, University of Washington; Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham

Table 1. Digital Divides
Table Presider: Lloyd Klein, St. Francis College
The Digital Divide in Classroom Technology Use: A Comparison of 3 Schools. Matthew H. Rafalow, University of California-Irvine; Meg Cramer, University of California-Irvine
A Vision Realized or a Continuing Digital Divide? Examining the OLPC Program in Birmingham, Alabama. Shelia R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham; Timothy M. Hale, University of Alabama-Birmingham; LaToya J. ONeal, University of Alabama-Birmingham
Cutting the Cord: The Impact of Wireless Internet Access on U.S. Income Inequality. David A. Martin, University of Oregon
Information Inequality, Rural-urban Disparity, and Social Network: A Sociological Perspective in Public Crisis. Jianmei Hao, University of Utah

Table 2. Movements and Organizing
Table Presider: Dan Ryan, Mills College
The Influence of Leadership on Activity Levels in an Online Crime Watch Community. PJ Rey, University of Maryland; Awalin Sopan, University of Maryland; Jae-wook Ahn, University of Maryland; Jeehye Kang, University of Maryland-College Park; Catherine Plaisant, University of Maryland
Internet Technology Use and the 2010 United States Social Forum. James W Love, University of California-Riverside; Elizabeth Anne Gervais Schwarz, University of California-Riverside
Framing Boundary Movements: Leveraging Social Media for a Science-based Utopia. Shaila Miranda, University of Oklahoma

Table 3. Work and Organizations
Table Presider: Rebecca G. Adams, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Fashion’s Night Out: Towards an Ethnography of Magazine-to-New_Media Work. Nicholas Andrew Boston, City University of New York-Lehman College and Cambridge University
ICT-related Job Spillover, Perceived Social Support, and Work-family Spillover. Anthony David Campbell, University of Alabama-Birmingham
Promoting Diversity in the Sciences: The Potential for Online Social Networking in Virtual Organizations. Dhiraj Murthy, Bowdoin College; Attilano Rodriguez, Bowdoin College; Macgill J. Eldredge, Bowdoin College
Team Paradox: Non-excludable Resources and Deliberative Decision-making in Open Source Software Production. Alexander Jerneck, University of Pennsylvania

Table 4. Relationships, Sex and Sexuality
Table Presider: Mary L. Gray, Indiana University
Why Relationships do not Form: Evidence from an Online Dating Site. Mikolaj Jan Piskorski, Harvard University
Youth Sexuality, New Media Use and Pornography: Beginning to Address the Elephant on the Screen. Marshall D. Smith, University of Colorado-Boulder
Preference Effect on Friendship Choice: Evidence from an Online Field Experiment. Siyu Yu, University of California-Berkeley; Yu Xie, University of Michigan
Table 5. Games and Gaming
Table Presider: Jennifer Davis, Texas A&M University
A Qualitative Analysis on How Online Gamers Perceived the Role of Self and Community. Jan Ballesteros, California State University-Fullerton
Voices of Command, Bodies in Peril: The Female in Video Games. Nick James LaLone, Texas State University-San Marcos
Interaction Rituals in Second Life. Zachary Louis Sommer, University of California-Riverside

Table 6. Cultures of Technology
Table Presider: Laura Robinson, Santa Clara University
Durkheim and Weber on the Social Implications of New Information and Communication Technologies. Ralph Schroeder, Oxford University; Rich Ling, University of Copenhagen
Equal Participation versus Power Concentration in South Korean Online Public Sphere. Jeong-han Kang, Yonsei University; Jin-Wook Shin, Chung-Ang University; Young-Jin Kim, Yonsei University; Daehoon Kim, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
Nationalist Campaigns: Place-making on Facebook. Didem Turkoglu, University of North Carolina
Policy to Remake the Cultural Hierarchy of Foreign Popular Culture in the Reform Era China. Lu Chen, University of Hong Kong

485. Section on Evolution, Biology and Society Paper Session. Varieties of Empirical Approaches in Evolutionary Sociology
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Timothy Crippen, University of Mary Washington
Presider: Timothy Crippen, University of Mary Washington
Genetic and Environmental Influences on the Relationship between Mastery and Alcohol Dependence. K. Jill Kiecolt, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and Virginia Commonwealth University; Steven H. Aggen, Virginia Commonwealth University; Kenneth S. Kendler, Virginia Commonwealth University
The Trivers-Willard Hypothesis Revisited. Rosemary L. Hopcroft, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; David Martin, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
Discussant: Francois Nielsen, University of North Carolina

486. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Refugees: Comparisons across Nations
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Theo J. Majka, University of Dayton
Presider: Theo J. Majka, University of Dayton
Anonymity as a Survival Strategy: How Iraqi Refugees Create Weak Ties in Jordan. Rawan Mazen Arar, University of California-San Diego
Implications of the Label “Refugee”. Bernadette Ludwig, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Refugees in a Mid-sized Midwestern Urban Area: Circumstantial and Institutional Challenges to Incorporation. Theo J. Majka, University of Dayton; Linda C. Majka, University of Dayton
Responses to Ambiguity: The Case of Iraqi Arabs and Kurds in Two European Cities. Peter Kivisto, Augustana College and University of Turku; Vanja La Vecchia-Mikkola, University of Helsinki
Discussant: Silvia Pedraza, University of Michigan

487. Section on Medical Sociology Invited Session (one-hour). Reeder Award Ceremony
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Eric R. Wright, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis
Presider: Eric R. Wright, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis
Panelist: Phil Brown, Brown University

488. Section on Organizations, Occupation and Work Paper Session. The Working Poor and Low-wage Work
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: David Brady, Social Science Research Center-Berlin
Presider: David Brady, Social Science Research Center-Berlin
Frontline Hospital Jobs: Career Stepping Stone or Just Another Dead-end Low-wage Job? Janette S. Dill, University of North Carolina; Catherine Zimmer, University of North Carolina
The Impact of Labour Market Activation Policies on Insiders’ and Outsiders’ Low-wage Risk. Marco Giesselmann, German Institute for Economic Research (DIW Berlin)
Wage-related Workplace Violations: A New Dimension of the Gender Wage Gap? Miruna G. Petrescu-Prahova, University of Washington; Michael W. Spiller, Cornell University; Mark Stephen Handcock, University of Washington; Annette Bernhardt, National Employment Law Project
Why Do Temp Workers Work as Hard as They Do: Case of Japanese Factory Temps. Shinji Kojima, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Discussant: David Brady, Social Science Research Center-Berlin

489. Section on Race, Gender and Class Invited Session. Obstacles to Utopia: Race, Gender, Class and Election 2012
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Sarah Sobieraj, Tufts University
Presider: Jessica Holden Sherwood, University of Rhode Island
Panelists: Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University; Camille Zubrinsky Charles, University of Pennsylvania; Philip Kasinitz, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Enid Lynette Logan, University of Minnesota
Discussant: Jessica Holden Sherwood, University of Rhode Island

490. Section on Racial and Ethnic Minorities Paper Session. The Best Ideas: Critical Issues and Developments in the Scholarship of Race and Racism

Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Ellington T. Graves, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Presider: William Carson Byrd, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Good Ideas and New Dilemmas: Methodological Hurdles for Studying Racism at Online News Sites. Matthew W. Hughey, Mississippi State University; Jessie Daniels, City University of New York-Hunter College
Interpretations of Persistent Racial Inequality and Individual Agency among African Americans from Middle Income Backgrounds. Jessica S. Welburn, University of Michigan
Race, Migration, and the Transnational Racial Optic. Tiffany D. Joseph, Harvard University


Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University
Presider: Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University
The Role of Returnee-Entrepreneurs in Cluster Emergence: The Case of Shanghai’s Fabless Semiconductor Design. Elena Obukhova, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Reform Through Return? Migration, Health, and Development in Gujarat, India. Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College; N. Rajaram, Central University of Gujarat
Internal Wars, Taxation, and State Building. Diana Rodriguez-Franco, Northwestern University
Discussant: Jocelyn S. Viterna, Harvard University

492. Section on Sociology of Education Roundtable Session (one-hour).

Hyatt Regency Denver
10:30-11:30am, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Megan Andrew, University of Notre Dame
Mark A. Berends, University of Notre Dame
Table 1. Academic and Non-Academic Considerations in College Success
Working Out? Returns to Effort in the American Educational System. Timothy Malacarne, Yale University
Disadvantaged and Disengaged? How Financial Constraints Impact College Experiences and Success for Low-Income Students. Lauren Schudde, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Early College Experience and Choice of College Major.
Peter Freedman-Doan, University of Michigan
I Came in Unsure of Everything: Community College Students’ Shifts in Confidence. Susan Bickerstaff, Columbia University; Melissa Barragan, Columbia University; Zawadi Rucks Ahidiana, Columbia University

Table 2. Antecedents of Success in STEM
Cross-national Study of Students’ STEM Career Aspirations: Evidence from PISA. Seong Won Han, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Where You Go and Who You Are: Individual/school Characteristics that Explain Success in STEM. Martha Cecilia Bottia, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Elizabeth Stearns, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Roslyn A. Mickelson, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Stephanie Moller, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
Willing, Able, and Unwanted: High School Girls’ Potential Selves in Computing. Kimberly Kelly, Mississippi State University; David A Dampier, Mississippi State University; Kendra Carr, Mississippi State University

Table 3. Different Ends of the Spectrum: The Effects of Socioeconomic Status on Education and Their Mechanisms
Academic Entitlement among College Students: Antecedents and Outcomes. William L. Smith, Georgia Southern University; Ted Michael Brimeyer, Georgia Southern University
Estimating the Immediate Impact of Student Mobility During the School Year on Academic Achievement. Marshall Ryan Jean, University of Chicago
Families in the Middle: "Specific" and "General" Educational Aspirations among Middle-income Parents. Tina Wu, University of Pennsylvania; Laura J. Napolitano, University of Chicago; Frank F. Furstenberg, University of Pennsylvania
How Student Paid Work Intensity is Related to Scholastic Performance, Aspirations, and Substance Use. Jerald Bachman, University of Michigan; Jeremy Staff, Pennsylvania State University; Patrick O'Malley, University of Michigan; Peter Freedman-Doan, University of Michigan

Table 4. Early Childhood and Proximal and Distal Education Outcomes
The Lasting Effects of Parent Job Loss on Sibling Educational Attainment. Caren Arbeit, University of Minnesota
Voicing the Child in Early Childhood Education? Maarit Alasuutari, University of Tampere

Table 5. Education and Health
Growing and Learning: Impact of Transitioning from Normal Weight to Overweight on Academic Growth. Pamela Ray Koch, Hope College; Jennifer Lynn Triplet, University of South Carolina
Identical Disease, Diverging Destinies: Early Childhood Asthma, Maternal. Jen-Hao Chen, University of Chicago

Re-examination of Relationship between Academic Achievement and Happiness with Reference to Big-Fish-Little-Pond Effect. Hsien-Hsien Lau, National Taiwan Normal University; Hsien-Yuan Hsu, National Taiwan Normal University

Table 6. Extracurricular Activities

| High School Gender Climates and Gender Differences in College Attendance. Irene Beattie, University of California-Merced; Nella Van Dyke, University of California-Merced | Home Environment and Educational Transitions on the Path to College in Rural Northwest China. Tanja Carmel Sargent, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers; Peggy A. Kong, University of Hong Kong; Yuping Zhang, Lehigh University |
| Varying Influences of Extracurricular Participation for Latino Youth: Intertwining Roles of Context, Relationships and Agency. Ingrid Nelson, Bowdoin College |

Table 7. First Generation and Non-Traditional College Students

| Not A Typical College Student: The Life Experiences of Non-traditional Students. Pamela J. Aronson, University of Michigan-Dearborn |
| Social Capital and the College Enrollment of First-generation Students. Diana Barela, Well, My Friend Loved it: The Importance of Friendship Networks in the College Search Process. Megan Marie Holland, Harvard University |

Table 8. Immigrant Children, Education, and Their Outcomes

| The Political Socialization of Adolescent Children of Immigrants: The Roles of Schooling and Family. Melissa H Humphries, University of Texas-Austin; Chandra Muller, University of Texas; Kathryn S. Schiller, State University of New York-Albany |
| National Origin Group and Community Effects on Children of Immigrants’ Educational Attainment. Rennie Lee, University of California-Los Angeles |
| Reaching for The American Dream: Are Black Immigrants more Vulnerable to Academic Decline than Other Immigrants? Denise Obinna, Ohio State University |

Table 9. Inequalities in College Application and Choice Beyond Aspirations and Admissions Decisions: Student College Choice and Inequality in College Destinations. Kristin Marie Jordan, Indiana University |

| No Other Way Out: Self-exclusion in the College Application Process. Yi-Lin Chiang, University of Pennsylvania |

Table 10. Integration in Higher Education

| How is Gender Related to New College Student Attitudes towards Community Service? Michael F. Polgar, Pennsylvania State University |
| Information for Academic Success: How New Community College Students’ Social Ties Contribute to Social Integration. Zawadi Rucks Ahidiana, Columbia University; Rachel Hare Bork, Columbia University |
| Structural Determinants of a Positive Campus Climate for LGBT Students. Leigh E. Fine, Ohio State University |
| Struggling with Diversity, Longing for Community: Racializing the "Typical College Experience." Kate Wood, University of California-San Diego |

Table 11. Minority and Immigrant Parents in the Educational Attainment Process

| Parent Involvement in New and Established Immigrant Gateway Cities. Katharine Donato, Vanderbilt University; Ebony Duncan, Vanderbilt University |
| Parental Involvement and the Racial State: How Hegemonic Discourse about Parental Involvement Maintains the Racial State. Tetyana E Poladko, Temple University; Amrekh S Alayne, University of Delaware |
| Do Immigrant Families Practice Concerted Cultivation? A Test on Alternative Culture and Resource Deficit. Por-fu Aspen Chen, University of Connecticut |
| Quality of Immigrant Parent School-based Social Capital and its Impact on Immigrant Student Educational Outcomes. Radha Modi, University of Pennsylvania |

Table 12. Neighborhood and School Effects

| Civic Engagement among Disadvantaged Youth: How Does School Context Matter? Kendra Bischoff, Stanford University; Sara Jordan-Bloch, Stanford University; Douglas McAdam, Stanford University |
| High School Racial Composition and Student Perceptions of School Safety. Jarrett Alan Thibodeaux, Vanderbilt University |
| Let In Where You Fit In: Racial Subgroup Differences in School Racial Composition and Facilities. Yasmiyn Antonia Irizarry, Mississippi State University |
Table 13. Non-U.S. Perspectives on Education
Does School Mobility Matter? Evidence from South Korea. Soo-yong Byun, Pennsylvania State University
Education, Class, and Cultural Boundaries in Contemporary Turkey. Murat Ergin, Koc University; Bruce Rankin, Koc University; Fatos Goksen, Koc University
Higher Education Expansion and Social Equality in Urban China: 1999-2003. Anning Hu, Purdue University; Jacob Hibbel, Purdue University
Rural Education and Muslim Girls' Early Marriages: After Well-being in a Village of Northwest China. Yanbi Hong, University of Hong Kong

Table 14. Organizational Perspectives on Education
Americanization or Europeanization? Comparing Influential National Models in Higher Education with the Emergent European Model. Justin J.W. Powell, Social Science Research Center-Berlin
Catholic Universities and Ex corde Ecclesiae Era: Distinctiveness in the Time of the Secular Academy. Suzanne M. Hickey, Pennsylvania State University; Beverly Lindsay, Pennsylvania State University
The Rise of the For-profit College: From the GI Bill to Wall Street. Fedor Dokshin, Cornell University
We’re Here, We’re Queer, We’re University-approved: Predicting Officially Recognized LGBT Student Groups in Six States. Melinda D. Kane, East Carolina University

Table 15. Other Significant Others in the Educational Attainment Process
Linking Mentor Service to Protégé Growth in an Undergraduate Peer-mentoring Experience. Elijah G. Ward, Saint Xavier University
Sociological Models of Counseling: Sociological Models of Counseling: Is Structure Always a Barrier? Claudia zapata, Northwestern University; James Rosenbaum, Northwestern University
Equal Opportunity Discourse: High School Counselors’ Role in Modifying Students’ Aspirations. Vicki Smith, University of California-Davis
He Motivated Me to Want to Go to College: Student-educator Relationships that Produce College Aspirations. Roberta Espinoza, California State University-Fullerton

Table 16. Perceived and Real Costs and Returns in Higher Education
Accuracy of College Cost Estimates and Students’ Post-secondary Plans. Deborah Warnock, Skidmore College
Degrees of Difference: Returns to Non-Profit and For Profit Higher Education. Jonathan Dollard Schwarz, University of Notre Dame
Differences in Returns to Education by Race and Gender. Caitlin Ryan Hamrock, University of Texas-Austin
Labor Market Income Inequality Structure and Returns to Education in Reform-era China. Maocan Guo, Harvard University
The Mental Ability of Baccalaureates: Has the Signal Changed? Mark W. McKerrow, McMaster University

Table 17. Perpetuating Race-Ethnic Inequalities in Schools and Curricula
Legacies of Contention: Legislation and Implementation of Mississippi’s Civil Rights/Human Rights Curriculum. David Cunningham, Brandeis University; Ashley Rondini, Brandeis University
Race Relations in the Classroom: The Retreat from Bilingual Programs in the United States. Karen Manges Douglas, Sam Houston State University
The Best Affirmative Action: Race-based, Class-based, or Both? Serena Hinz, Vanderbilt University

Table 18. Racial-Ethnic Differences in Elite Higher Education Institutions
Equity and Inequality: Exploring the Intersection Between What Colleges Say and Do About Diversity. Juliana Partridge, University of Pennsylvania
The Achievement Gap and the Academic Vanguard: Within-College Capital, Campus Climate and Course Selection. Nathan D. Martin, Arizona State University; Kenneth Spenner, Duke University
Understanding the Relationship between College Selectivity and Racial/Ethnic Differences. Gokhan Savas, Syracuse University
Viewing their Potential through the Actions of Others: Underrepresented Minorities and the Path to College. Lara Cristina Perez-Felkner, University of Chicago-National Opinion Research Center

Table 19. (Re)Examining Educational Expectations, Aspirations, and Values
Family and School Influences on Parents’ Educational Expectations. Elizabeth Lawrence, University of Colorado
Interpersonal and Inter-generational Transmission of Educational Values. Jennifer L. Lowman, University of Nevada-Reno
Race and the Subjective Experience of Education: Micro-sociological Explanations of the Achievement Differentials. Nora Broege, University of California-Berkeley

Table 20. School Choice and Sector Effects
Are there Catholic School Effects in Canada? Scott
Crank Dat Soulja Boy: Understanding Black Male Hip-Hop Aspirations in Rural Mississippi. Bruce O’Brien Foster, University of North Carolina

Re-thinking the “At-risk” Student: How Changing Sociopolitical Climates Interact with Education Research to Explain Inequality. Rebecca Beals, University of New Mexico

She’s Losing It: The Social and Academic Experiences of Lesbian High School Students. Sara Ashlee Bledsoe, Emory University

The Progression of High School Students Labeled with a Learning Disability through Math Coursework. Dara Renee Shifrer, University of Texas-Austin

Where Nerds Are Normal: Discipline, Resistance, and Examinations in Indian Secondary Schools. Murray Milner, University of Virginia

Table 24. The Role of Teachers, Schools, and States in Education Reform

Race and Educational Spending in Seattle: Mandating Educational Inequality. Jason Wollschleger, University of Washington; Samantha Schuh, University of Wisconsin; Thad Williams, University of Wisconsin; Casey Gwinn, University of Wisconsin

State Control of Schooling and Educational Inequality. Mayumi Uno, University of Minnesota

Teachers’ Beliefs of Helplessness to Overcome Students’ Social Disadvantages: Prevalence, Correlates, and School Contexts. Jane E. Rochmes, University of Michigan

Table 25. The Work of Higher Education

Happy with a Chance of Leaving? Time Allocation, Job Satisfaction, and Retention among Academic Faculty. Sarah E. Winslow, Clemson University

Rites of Pedagogical Passage: How Graduate Students Manage the Problems of Teaching Their Own Classes. Leandra Mae Smollin, Northeastern University; Arnold Arluke, University of Maryland

A Family Affair: Graduate Assistant Development at State Comprehensive Universities. Kathleen M. Brennan, Western Carolina University

The Role of Professors and Its Constraints: A Comparative Approach between the United States and China. Zhidong Hao, University of Macau


Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Leslie C. Gates, State University of New York-Binghamton University

Authors: Timothy P. Moran, State University of New York- Stony Brook

Robert Patricio Korzeniewicz, University of Maryland

Presider: Kathleen C. Schwartzman, University of Arizona

Critics: Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University

Ho-Fung Hung, Johns Hopkins University

Richard P. Appelbaum, University of California-Santa Barbara

494. Section on the Sociology of Emotions Paper Session. Emotions in the Family

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Jennifer Lois, Western Washington University

Presider: Kathryn J. Lively, Dartmouth College

Emoting Time in Direct Home Sales: Changing the Temporal
Incidence, Predictors, and Resolution of Marital Separations.

Kathryn M

Theory Section Invited Session. Coser Lecture

Couple Longevity and Formal Unions in the Era of Same-sex Presider: Nicholas H. Wolfinger, University of Utah


Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Karl Bryant, State University of New York-New Paltz

Presider: Rebecca F. Plante, Ithaca College

Enhancing Selves through Gendered Bodies: Surgical Body Modifications among Transgender and Cisgender Consumers. Elroi J. Windsor, Salem College

Fashion Modeling in the Regime of the Blink. Elizabeth A. Wissinger, City University of New York-Borough of Manhattan Community College

Intersex Pregnancy: Contested Identities and the Ideology of "Correct Sex". Cary Gabriel Costello, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Neo-liberal Bodies, Subjectivity, and the State: Nourishing Citizens in the Women, Infants, and Children Program. Kate Abigail Mason, University of California-Berkeley

Ordinary People, Extraordinary Prosthetics? The Everyday Acceptance of Prosthetic Legs as Legitimate Body Parts. Cynthia Elizabeth Schairer, University of California-San Diego

Section on the Sociology of the Family Paper Session. Relationship Dissolution

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Nicholas H. Wolfinger, University of Utah

Presider: Nicholas H. Wolfinger, University of Utah

Couple Longevity and Formal Unions in the Era of Same-sex Marriage in the United States. Michael J. Rosenfeld, Stanford University

Incidence, Predictors, and Resolution of Marital Separations. Dmitry Tumin, Ohio State University; Zhenciao Qian, Ohio State University

Religious Homogamy and Relationship Stability: Does the Relationship Vary by Race/Ethnicity and Union Type? Richard J. Petts, Ball State University

Stability of Remarriage across the Life Course. Kathryn M Coursolle, Minnesota Population Center University of Minnesota

Discussant: Megan M. Sweeney, University of California-Los Angeles

Section on Communication and Information Technologies Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center

Section on Medical Sociology Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center

Section on Sociology of Education Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver

President: Virginia E. Rutter, Framingham State University

The Joys and Surprises of Mature Sex: It Ain't Over Till It Is Over. Pepper J. Schwartz, University of Washington

From Pathology to Positively Better Sex in a World with STDs. Adina Nack, California Lutheran University

Intimate Possibilities: Re-imaging the Affective Stakes of Sex Education. Jessica Fields, San Francisco State University

Discussant: Virginia E. Rutter, Framingham State University

Researchers routinely approach some sexual experiences as if they are "bad" for sexuality, signaling loss, stigma, and restriction. Among these experiences are aging, sexually transmitted disease, and sex education. In this session, scholars explore how these experiences can become positive ones, both for the people inhabiting them and for those who, from the outside, can learn from experiences that might otherwise seem alienating and dangerous. In these presentations, conditions that may seem to signal the end of sexual possibility will be turned on their head. Panelists will challenge the conventionally sexual dystopic, offering a "real utopia" perspective, and engage one another’s proposals in a dialogue.
500. Thematic Session. Islamic Utopias
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Charles Kurzman, University of North Carolina
Presider: Charles Kurzman, University of North Carolina
Veiled Dys/utopias. Saba Abbas, York University
The Islamist Utopia of the Global Age: Civil Society, Transnationalism, and Solidarity Networks. Zeynep Atalay, University of Maryland
The Great East: An Islamic Utopia and its Political Legacy in Turkey. Umut Azak, Okan University
Is Islamist Utopian Politics Dead? Behrooz Ghamari, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Who Should Rule an Islamic State? Brandon Gorman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Greening Islam in Indonesia. Richard Gordon Kraince, The College of Mexico
Discussant: Charles Kurzman, University of North Carolina
Islamic utopias are often caricatured as a return to the 7th century, and Islamic movements sometimes encourage this image as a sign of their religious purity. However, social scientists have challenged this characterization for a generation, focusing on modern elements of Islamic utopian thought such as the embrace of technology, the egalitarian vision of social justice, and the emphasis on mass education, among other factors. This panel will explore debates among Islamic movements on this subject, and the record of utopianism in the actual politics of Muslim-majority countries. Themes include Islamic utopian visions regarding veiling, transnational solidarity, governance, and ecology.

501. Special Session. The Origins and Development of Survey Research
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Tom W. Smith, University of Chicago-National Opinion Research Center
Presider: Peter V. Marsden, Harvard University
A History of Survey Research and Its Professional Associations. Michael Mokrzycki, Survey Research Services
Early Studies of Political Behavior in the United States. Michael Traugott, University of Michigan
Comparing Early Survey Research Methodologies in Mexico in the 1940s. Alejandro Moreno, ITAM Instituto Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico
The first conference in the field of survey research was held in Central City (just west of Denver) in 1946. It was organized by the National Opinion Research Center which was located in Denver in 1941-1947 before moving to the University of Chicago in 1947. The Central City conference directly led to the formation of both the American Association for the Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) and AAPOR and WAPOR are organizing this session on the origins and development survey research in the United States and around the world.

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Daniel Thomas Cook, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Author: Allison Pugh, University of Virginia
Presider: Daniel Thomas Cook, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Critics: Karen Bettez Halnon, Pennsylvania State University; Josee Johnston, University of Toronto; Christine L. Williams, University of Texas-Austin

503. Policy and Research Workshop. FAD Workshop
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Roberta M. Spalter-Roth, American Sociological Association
Panelists: Jessica M. Vasquez, University of Kansas; R. Tyson Smith, Brown University; Melinda D. Kane, East Carolina University; Pamela A. Popielarz, University of Illinois-Chicago; Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University; Laura Stark, Wesleyan University; Steven Vallas, Northeastern University; Khaya Delaine Clark, Emory University; Nicole M. Van Vlooren, American Sociological Association
The American Sociological Association’s Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline (FAD) provides small awards up to $7,000 for ground-breaking research initiatives and related activities such as conferences. FAD is made possible through a grant to ASA from the National Science Foundation that is matched and administered by the ASA. The NSF program officer (Patricia White) will talk about the Foundation’s goals for the program and the FAD Principal Investigator (Roberta Spalter-Roth) will give an overview of the program and the grant winners. Four recent award recipients and the FAD PI will discuss the following issues: What are the chances of winning? What kinds of proposals get funded? What makes research “cutting edge” and significant for sociology as a field? How do you emphasize the scientific, social and educational impact of the proposal? How do you deal with suggestions and criticisms if you are going to revise and resubmit? The purpose of this workshop is to encourage applications, especially from scholars in the early stages of their careers and who are not necessarily in “top 10” departments. Panelists will speak from their experiences and workshop participants will be encouraged to discuss proposal ideas.

504. Teaching Workshop. Creating a Course on Grant Writing for Non-profits: Adding to Undergraduates’ Sociological Toolkit
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Kathleen Diane Piker-King, Mount Union College
Leader: Kathleen Diane Piker-King, Mount Union College
Co-Leader: Susan Denning, University of Mount Union
If you are interested in increasing the marketability of your undergraduate majors, then this workshop will be of interest to you. College students and their parents are increasingly interested in majors that result in tangible skills sets that will translate into jobs upon graduation. Offering a grants and planning course coupled with the traditional research methods and statistics courses is a viable way to show potential Sociology majors the value of majoring in Sociology. This workshop will show how to introduce a grant writing and planning course into the Sociology curriculum. The workshop will cover such topics as course content, goals, readings, assignments, and guest speakers. The design of the course is unique because if combines both grant writing and grant awarding within the context of actual work with community partners from the surrounding area.

505. Regular Session. Capturing Power and Inequality with Mixed Methods
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Vincent J. Roscigno, Ohio State University
Presider: William F. Danaher, College of Charleston
Competing Organizational Interests, Coercion, and Ambiguity; Explaining Mortality Rates in Nineteen Nazi Concentration Camps. Thomas V. Maher, Ohio State University

Focusing on Focusing Events: Using Quantitative Criteria to Specify Units of Qualitative Analysis. Eitan Y Alimi, Hebrew University; Gregory Maney, Hofstra University

How Diversity became a "Melting Pot": American Equal Opportunity Discourse in the Israeli Organizational Field. Moran Levy, Tel Aviv University; Alexandra Kalev, Tel Aviv University

Discussants: Lisa D. Pearce, University of North Carolina

Urša Šved, Ben-Gurion University

506. Regular Session. Culture and Inequality
Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Jennifer Sherman, Washington State University

Presider: Daisy Rooks, University of Montana

Coached for the Classroom: Social Class and Parents' Scaffolding of Children's Self-advocacy Skills. Jessica McCrory Calarco, University of Pennsylvania

Cultural Differences and Strong Tie Formation across a Class Divide. Jessi Streib, University of Michigan

Integrated Devotions: Enacting and Resisting Archetypes and Stereotypes of African American Womanhood. Dawn M. Dow, University of California-Berkeley

Producing Provisional Self-concessions: Boundary Work among Rescue Mission Residents. Damian T. Williams, Concordia University-Chicago


Discussant: Gretchen Purser, Syracuse University

507. Regular Session. Deviance and Social Control 2
Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Kevin M. Drakulich, Northeastern University

Presider: Kevin M. Drakulich, Northeastern University

Period and Cohort Changes in Americans' Support for Marijuana Legalization: Education, Region, and Religious Affiliation. Christopher G. Ellison, University of Texas-San Antonio; Philip Schwadel, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Policy Diversion: Sentencing Reform Adoption in the Face of Rising Social Inequality. Mark G. Harmon, Portland State University

Contracting and Coercion in Corrections. Brett Burkhardt, University of Wisconsin-Madison

508. Regular Session. Economic Instability and Community
Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Gordana Rabrenovic, Northeastern University

Presider: Elizabeth Williams, Northeastern University

Doing Good When Times are Bad. Chaeyoun Lim, University of Wisconsin-Madison; James Laurence, University of Manchester

Racial/Ethnic Typology, Occupational Structure and Mortgage Foreclosures in Neighborhood Context. Elena Vesselinov, City University of New York-Queens College; Andrew A. Beveridge, City University of New York-Queens College and Graduate Center

Retail, Race, and Change in a Gentrifying Neighborhood. Daniel Monroe Sullivan, Portland State University

Understanding the Impacts of Foreclosure on Collective Efficacy in 6 California Communities. Alex Leigh Parnell, University of California-Merced; Simon Weffer-Elizondo, University of California-Merced

Discussant: Shelley McDonough Kimelberg, Northeastern University

509. Regular Session. Ethnomethodology
Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Anne Warfield Rawls, Bentley College

Presider: Anne Warfield Rawls, Bentley College

Assessing Distance Vision: Optometrists at Work. Dirk vom Lehn, University of London-King's College; Helena Webb, University of London-King's College; Christian Heath, Interpretive Asymmetries, Diagnostic Inquiry and the Reconstruction of Action in an Incident of Friendly Fire. Michael Mair, University of Liverpool; Chris Elsey, Cardiff University; Paul V. Smith, University of Manchester; Patrick G. Watson, University of Waterloo

The Interactive Importance Clinical Documentation Improvement. Gary C. David, Bentley College


510. Regular Session. Feminist Research Methods
Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Tiffany L. Taylor, Kent State University

Presider: Tiffany L. Taylor, Kent State University

Emotions and the Research Interview: What Hospice Workers Can Teach Us. Cindy L. Cain, University of Arizona

Examining the Sociopolitical Context of Beauty, Media, and Self-image in the Lives of Black Women. Jennifer Richardson-Stovall, Loyola University-Chicago

Feminist Activist Ethnography as Resistance to Neo-liberal Lockdowns on Democracy: Exposing Environmental Injustices through Photovoice. Shannon Elizabeth Bell, University of Kentucky

Diverse Interpretations of Sexual Satisfaction: A Q Methodology Investigation. Sara McClelland, University of Michigan

Discussant: Kasey Lansberry Wilkes, University of Akron

511. Regular Session. Health Policy
Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Ann K. Bouli, University of Pennsylvania

Presider: Ann K. Bouli, University of Pennsylvania

Devolution, Inequality, and Social Citizenship: Explaining State Variation in the Children’s Health Insurance
Non-maternal Care's Association with Mothers' Parenting Stability and Change in Work-life Spillover among American (Un)Employment and Parental Time Use: Does Education

Presider: Margaret L. Usdansky, Syracuse University
Session Organizer: Sarah Burgard, University of Michigan

Discussant: Stephen A. Sweet, Ithaca College

514. Regular Session. Knowledge Institutions: Disciplines and Universities

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Marion Fourcade, University of California-Berkeley
Presider: Elizabeth Popp Berman, State University of New York-Albany

Agniguity and Knowledge Fragmentation. James A. Evans, University of Chicago; Peter McManus, University of Chicago

Measuring Multiple Meanings in the Sociology of Philosophical Knowledge. Monica Lee, University of Chicago

Academic Freedom in Research: Debates amidst Increasing University-Industry Relations. Elif Kale-Lostuvali, University of California

Dequantifying Diversity: Affirmative Action and Admissions at the University of Michigan. Daniel Hirschenman, University of Michigan; Ellen C. Berrey, State University of New York-Buffalo; Fiona Anne Greeno, University of Michigan

Discussant: Jason Owen-Smith, University of Michigan

515. Regular Session. Mental Health II

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University
Presider: Virginia Aldige Hiday, North Carolina State University

The Effects of Social Support on Depression in the United States. Soo-Yeon Yoon, University of Illinois

Coming Untied? Narrative Accounts of Social Network Dynamics from First-time Mental Health Clients. Brea Louise Perry, University of Kentucky

The Stigma of Mental Illness in the Labor Market. Crosby Hipes, University of Maryland-College Park; Jo C. Phelan, Columbia University; Jeffrey W. Lucas, University of Maryland-College Park; Richard C. White, University of Maryland

It Runs in the Family: Justifying Antidepressant Use to the Self and Others. Amy LeClair, New York University

Discussant: Richard M. Carpio, University of British Columbia

516. Regular Session. Microsocilologies

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Daniel A. McFarland, Stanford University
Presider: Daniel A. McFarland, Stanford University

Halting Harassment: Social influence and Gender in School Social Networks. Hana Shepherd, Princeton University; Elizabeth Levy Paluck, Princeton University
Interactional Frames as Causal Agents: A Case of a Tutoring Interaction. Gregory Thompson, University of California-San Diego

Religious Self-constitution: A Relational Perspective. Michal Pagis, Hebrew University

Strong Toxic Ties: Networks of Aggression, Friendship, and Dating. Diane H. Felmllee, University of California-Davis; Robert W. Faris, University of California-Davis

Discussant: David R. Gibson, University of Pennsylvania

517. Regular Session. Political Sociology II: Civil Society and Political Culture
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Sarah Sobieraj, Tufts University
Presider: Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Politics and its Problems: Disavowal, Civil Society, and Democratic Renewal. Gianpaolo Baiocchi, Brown University; Elizabeth Bennett, Brown University; Alissa Cordner, Brown University; Peter Klein, Brown University; Stephanie Savell, Brown University

What Counts as Participation in American Public Life? Michael S. Evans, University of California-San Diego


Varieties of Popular American Nationalism. Bart Bonikowski, Harvard University; Paul J. DiMaggio, Princeton University

Discussant: Andrew J. Perrin, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

518. Regular Session. Popular Culture
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Stephen Pfohl, Boston College
Presider: Stephen Pfohl, Boston College

Date Rape After the Afterschool Special: Narrative Trends in the Televised Depiction of Social Problems. Christine Tomlinson, University of California-Irvine

The Production of Hairstyle as an Expressive Symbol. Angela Barlow, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; John Ryan, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Watching "Bad" Television: Ironic Consumption, Guilty Pleasures, and a Camp Sensibility. Charles Allan Mccoy, University of Virginia; Roscoe C. Scarborough, University of Virginia

What Happens in Vegas? The Symbolic Use of Indentity and Sex to Market Las Vegas. Brooke Wagner, University of Nevada-Las Vegas; Barbara G. Brents, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

Discussant: Danielle Egan, St. Lawrence University

519. Regular Session. Rational Choice
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Brent Simpson, University of South Carolina
Presider: Ashley Lauren Harrell, University of South Carolina

A Game Theoretical Model of Trust: Signaling and Mobility Effects. Jae-Woo Kim, Tohoku University

Formation of Armed Self-defense Groups During Irregular Civil Wars. Daniel Bloeg, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Jiabin Wu, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Intermediaries in Trust: An Experimental Study on Incentives and Norms. Giangiacomo Bravo, University of Torino and Collegio Carlo Alberto; Flaminio Squazzoni, University of Brescia; Károly Takács, Corvinus University-Budapest

Reputation Systems, Aggression, and Deterrence in Social Interaction. Stephen Benard, Indiana University

Testing the External Validity of Giving in the Dictator Game. Axel Franzen, University of Bern; Dr. Sonja Pointner, University of Bern

520. Regular Session. Sociological Perspectives on Human Rights
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Mark Frezzo, University of Mississippi
Presider: Mark Frezzo, University of Mississippi

The Sociology of Human Rights: Resituating the Discipline. David L. Brunsch, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; Keri E. Itay Smith, Suffolk University; Brian Gran, Case Western Reserve University

Decent Societies: What Are Their Empirical Foundations? Aseem Hasnain, University of North Carolina; Josh King, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Judith Blau, University of North Carolina

The Human Rights Enterprise and Women’s Rights Organizing. Barret Mary Katuna, University of Connecticut

Who Thinks and Behaves According to Human Rights?: Analysis of Korean Human Rights Opinion Poll. Jeong-Woo Koo, Sungkyunkwan University; Byeong-Eun Cheong, Seoul National University

Discussant: Damayanti Banerjee, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

521. Regular Session. The Expansion of Educational Opportunity and Student Outcomes
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Deborah Warnock, Skidmore College
Presider: Thurston A. Domina, University of California-Irvine

China’s Higher Education Policy and Social Stratification. Wei-Jun Jean Yeung, National University of Singapore


Effects of High School Mathematics Graduation Requirement on Student Educational Outcomes. Guan K. Saw, Michigan State University; Michael Broda, Michigan State University

Basing College Chances on Lottery Dreams. Kelly Iwanaga Becker, Northwestern University; James Rosenbaum, Northwestern University

522. Regular Session. Welfare Reform
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Marcia J. Carlson, University of Wisconsin-Madison
523. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements
Paper Session. Sexualities, Social Movements, and Institutions (co-sponsored with Section on Sexualities)

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Tey Meadow, Princeton University
Tina Fetner, McMaster University
Presider: Tina Fetner, McMaster University
Does ‘Place’ Count? Marrying Outside the Heartland to Mobilize for Lesbian and Gay Rights. Melanie Heath, McMaster University
Visibility and Legibility, Consumption and Protest in the Production of Queer Space. Benjamin Haber, City University of New York-Graduate Center
They're Always Nice to My Face: Sex Workers, Power, Resistance and Anti-sex Trafficking Ideology. Crystal A Jackson, University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Policy Influence on Social Movements: Newspaper Coverage of LGBT SMOs. Thomas Alan Elliott, University of California-Irvine; Edwin Amenta, University of California-Irvine; Neal Caren, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Discussant: Tina Fetner, McMaster University

524. Section on Communication and Information Technology Invited Session. The Cultures of Technology

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Gina Neff, University of Washington
Sheila R. Cotten, University of Alabama-Birmingham
Presider: Gina Neff, University of Washington
Not Your Mother’s Big Brother: Technology as an Entry Point into Privacy, Culture, and the Social Roles and Relationships of Today’s Families. Christena Nippert-Eng, Illinois Institute of Technology
Logistical Politics and Cultures of Technology. Chandra Mukerji, University of California-San Diego
A Cosmopolitan Perspective for the Study of Media Technologies. Pablo J. Buczkowski, Northwestern University; Ignacio Siles, Northwestern University
Scopic Media. Karin D. Knorr Cetina, University of Chicago

525. Section on Evolution, Biology and Society Paper Session. Varieties of Theoretical Approaches in Evolutionary Sociology

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Richard S. Machalek, University of Wyoming
Presider: Richard S. Machalek, University of Wyoming
An Equilibrium Model of Solidarity and Frequency Dependent Free Riders. J. Scott Lewis, Pennsylvania State University-Harrisburg
Back to the Future: The Partial Reversal in Social Evolution Theories. Michael F. Hammond, University of Toronto
The Micro and Macro Evolutionary Consequences of Differential Fertility for Cultural Variants. Jason Alexander Kevern, Northwestern University
The Roots of Human Neuroanatomy: An Evolutionary Story. Alexandra Maryanski, University of California-Riverside

Table 1. Trans-nationalism

Table Presider: Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College
Remitting Democracy: The Role of Social Remittances in Promoting Democratic Development in Guanajuato, Mexico. Benjamin Waddell, Adams State College
The Presence and Implication of Transnational Ties between Receiving Societies. Jessica Sterling, City University of New York-Graduate Center

Table 2. Challenges of Doing Research

Table Presider: Dina G. Okamoto, University of California-Davis
Challenges for International Migration Research in Turkey: Moving beyond Political, Theoretical and Data Constraints. Hatice Deniz Yukseler, Koc University; Sema Erder, Bahcesehir University
From Methods to Ethics: Challenges in Conducting Research with Immigrant Populations in the United States. Anahi Viladrich, City University of New York-Queens College

Table 3. Dilemmas of Documentation

Table Presider: Cecilia Menjivar, Arizona State University
Complex Trajectories of Legal Status among Senegalese Migrants in Europe. Erik Vickstrom, Princeton University
Consequences of Return Migration: Undocumented “American” Children in Mexico. Dulce Medina, Arizona State University
Deported with Dignity: Dilemmas of Rights Promotion with Undocumented Immigrants. Alice B. Gates, University of Michigan
Undocumented Student Immigrants, the American Dream and the Dream Act. Carol L. Schmid, Guilford Technical Community College
The New Repatriation: Economic Recession and Removal
## Table 4. Attitudes and Discourses on Immigration in Asia

Table Presider: Victor Nee, Cornell University


Knowledge of Migrant Women and Politics of National Curriculum in South Korea. Mi Ok Kang, Utah Valley University; Sandy Jay, Utah Valley University

The Formation of Religious Spatiality in Everyday Life: Reformed Buddhism and Capital-linked Immigrants in Shanghai. Weishan Huang, Max Planck Institute

The Effects of Group Positions on Individual Attitudes toward Immigrants: Analysis of Japanese Case. Kikuko Nagayoshi, Tohoku University; Kunisuke Hamada, Hokkaido University; Shunsuke Tanabe, Tokyo University

## Table 5. Refugee Statuses

Table Presider: Nazli Kibria, Boston University

International Organizations, Humanitarian Aid, and Migration Control: The Case of Refugees in Ukraine. Raphi Konstantin Rechitsky, University of Minnesota

Migration, Sex and Insecurity: Advocacy and Framing Legal Claims of Trafficked Persons, Refugees and Economic Migrants. Edith Celine Marie Kinney, University of California-Berkeley

Uncertain Refuge: Refugee Camps and the Unintended Consequences of Humanitarian Aid. Brian Cook, Stanford University

Obstacles to Implementing a Mental Health Outreach Program in Divided Refugee Community. Carl W. Stempel, California State University-East Bay

## Table 6. Cultural Attachments and Assimilation

Table Presider: Peter Kivisto, Augustana College and University of Turku

Circulating Traditions: Migration and Ritual Life in a Zapotec Trans-border Community. Elizabeth Anne Falconi, Swarthmore College

Continuity and Change in Values in Migrant Families: The Role of Language and Religion. Thomas Georg Soehl, University of California-Los Angeles

International Students in U.S. Colleges and Universities: Eating Habits, Cultural Identity, and Dietary Acculturation. Boniface Nyongoyo, East Carolina University; Mamadi Corra, East Carolina University; Marieke M. Van Willigen, East Carolina University

## Table 7. Glass Ceiling and Entrepreneurship

Table Presider: Steven J. Gold, Michigan State University

Glass Ceilings and Glass Walls: Taiwanese Americans’ Experiences of Otherness. Chien-Juh Gu, Western Michigan University

Transitions of Human Capital: Chinese Immigrant Entrepreneurs in Professional Industries. Zhiheng Zhang, Auckland University of Technology; Shuxiu Zhang, London School of Economics and Political Science

Unequal Entrepreneurship: Race, Nativity and the Social Organization of Self-Employment. Ali Razzak Chaudhary, University of California-Davis

The Cultural and Commercial Characteristics of Chinese Immigrant Entrepreneurs. Zhiheng Zhang, Auckland University of Technology

## Table 8. Language

Table Presider: Carl L. Bankston, Tulane University

English Attainment Trajectories for Immigrants in the United States: Mother Tongue vs. Place of Origin. Juan Xi, University of Akron

Ethnic Attachment among Twice-Migrant Chinese and Indians in the United States. Pyong Gap Min, City University of New York-Queens College; Sung Park, University of California-Los Angeles

Language Use at Work and Earnings of Immigrants in the United States. Molly Dondero, University of Texas-Austin

Bilingualism among Children of Immigrants: A Form of Capital? Marta McCabe, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

## Table 9. South Asian and Muslim American Identities

Table Presider: Sharmila Rudrappa, University of Texas-Austin

A Model of Ethnic Identity Formation and Ritual Dynamics among Asian Indian Americans. Basudhara Chaudhary, Oklahoma State University; J. David Knottnerus, Oklahoma State University

Negotiating Identity in a Post-9/11 World: Middle Eastern and South Asian Muslims in America. Gregory J. Mills, University of South Florida

Shades of Brown: Exploring the Ethno-racial Identification of Indian Immigrants in the United States. Ariela Schachter, Stanford University

What is Mainstream? Muslim American Perceptions of "Most Americans' Top Five Values." Melissa Howe, University of Chicago

## Table 10. Socio-Economic Adaptation 1

Ethnic Inequality in Homeownership and House Value: An Investigation of Wealth Differences among Blacks. Rebbeca Tesfai, University of Pennsylvania

Socioeconomic Differences Among Blacks in America: Over Time Trends. Mamadi Corra, East Carolina University; Carey A. Borch, University of Alabama-Birmingham

Two Ways of “Making It” in America: Immigrant Second Generation between Market and Politics. Seonmin Kim, University of California-Berkeley

## Table 11. Socio-Economic Adaptation 2

Table Presider: Miliann Kang, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst

Migration-trust Networks: Mexican Social Networks of U.S. Bound Migration and its Caracteristics. Nadia Y. Flores-Yeffal, Texas A&M University

Newcomers to the Aloha State: Contradictions in the Reception and Integration of Mexicans in Hawaii. Jeanne Batalova, Migration Policy Institute; Monisha Das Gupta, University of Hawaii-Manoa; Sue Patricia Haglund, University of Hawaii

The American Dream's Ethnic Boundaries. Randa Bassem, American University

Table 12. Immigration Policy and Practices
Table Presider: Frank D. Bean, University of California-Irvine

Citizenship and Immigration Policy as National Membership in Germany since 2000. Daniel A Williams, University of Maryland

From Brokering to Fragmenting: A Theoretical Approach of Migration Intermediaries. Satomi Yamamoto, National Fisheries University

How Hometown Social Structures Shape Mexico-U.S. Migration: The Transnational Articulation of Marginality. Abigail Leslie Andrews, University of California-Berkeley

It's a Matter of Market Devices: Accounting for Differences in Migration to Vilcabamba, Ecuador. Margarita Rayzberg, Northwestern University

France: Diaspora Parliamentary Representation. Michel S. Laguerre, University of California-Berkeley

Table 13. Gender and Immigration
Table Presider: Susan K. Brown, University of California-Irvine

Gender, Immigration and Immigrant Rights. Diane Margaret Sainsbury, Stockholm University

Immigration Policy and Gender. Elizabeth J. Clifford, Towson University; Susan Pearce, East Carolina University; Reena Tandon, University of Toronto


The Socio-economic Integration of the Women of Guam at the End of the 20th Century. Maria-Elena D. Diaz, University of Oklahoma

Table 14. Racial Identity Negotiations
Table Presider: Sergio Chavez, Rice University

Encountering a “New” Racial Landscape: Mexican Immigrants Navigate Race in the United States. Sylvia Zamora, University of California-Los Angeles

Where Are You From? Afro-Cuban Immigrants and the Question of Race in the United States. Monika Gosin, College of William & Mary

Who Assimilates? Statistical Artifacts and Intergenerational Mobility in Migrant Families. Renee Reichl Luthra, University of Essex; Thomas Georg Soehl, University of California-Los Angeles

I’m a Different Kind of Biracial: How Biracial Americans with Immigrant Parents Negotiate Race. Chandra D. L. Waring, University of Connecticut; Bandana Purkayastha, University of Connecticut

Table 15. Attitudes Towards Immigrants
Table Presider: Tomas R. Jimenez, Stanford University

Effects of Immigrant Stereotypes on Public Assessments of the Impact of Immigration. Jeffrey M. Timberlake, University of Cincinnati; Junia Howell, Rice University; Amy Baumann Grau, University of Cincinnati; Rhys H. Williams, Loyola University-Chicago

Extreme Right-wing Vote and Outgroup Size as Opposing Political and Demographic Influences on Anti-immigrant Attitudes. Aaron Ponce, Indiana University


United Kingdom and the United States of America: Converging Attitudes on Immigrant Populations. Charles A. Gallagher, La Salle University

Table 16. Politics
Table Presider: Minjeong Kim, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Immigrants’ Enfranchisement and the Lack of Anti-foreigner Sentiment in Spain. Anna E. Zamora, Columbia University

Surveying the Political Landscape: Muslim Communities in the Multicultural UK and those in Assimilationist France. David Jacobson, University of South Florida; Natalie Deckard, University of Emory

The Cultural Logic of Inclusionary and Exclusionary Nationalism: Party Politics and Immigration Marriages in Taiwan. Ling Han, University of California-San Diego; Cheng-pang Lee, University of Chicago

Table 17. Everyday Economics
Table Presider: Wendy D. Roth, University of British Columbia

Closing Distance: The Normalization of Indian Casinos. Alexa Koenig, University of California-Berkeley

Illegalizing Day Laborers through Boundary Work: A Study of Migrant Day Laborers in Huntington Station. Ernesto Castaneda, University of Texas-El Paso; Kevin R. Beck, University of California-San Diego

Labour Market Performance of Foreign Born and Second Generation South Asians in Canada. Muhammad Munib Raza, University of Western Ontario

¡No se puede!: Declining Immigrant Unionization through the Great Recession of 2008. Peter F. Catron, University of New Mexico

Table 18. Public Expressions of Ethnicity
Some Unappreciated Opportunities and Challenges of the Affordable Care Act and the Impact on Vulnerable Populations.

Will ACA Fulfill on the Women’s Health Promises? Setting a Fostering Collective Accountability among Physicians:

Lessons from a Conductorless Orchestra. Dmitry Khodyakov, RAND Corporation; Stephen M. Shortell, University of California-Berkeley; Mark Friedberg, RAND Corporation

Table 19. Health and Health Spaces

Table Presider: Jennifer Bickham Mendez, College of William & Mary

Access to Health Facility and Acculturation among Asian Immigrants. Cynthia Baiqing Zhang, University of Kentucky; Ana Liberato, University of Kentucky; Trent Thomas, University of Kentucky; Bradley Glass, University of Kentucky

All Patients Are The Same, Until They Become Neighbors: Racial Hierarchies in a Color-blind Era. Sarah E. Cribbs, Georgetown College

Gurus, Gardens and Generous Benefactors: Religious Pluralism as Utopian Project in a Community Hospital. Arlene L Macdonald, University of Texas-Medical Branch

528. Section on Race, Gender and Class Paper Session.

Labor and the Maintenance of Race, Gender, and Class Divisions

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizer: Enobong (Anna) Hannah Branch, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Presider: Enobong (Anna) Hannah Branch, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Constructing Reliability on the Job: Creating and Naturalizing Compliant Workaholics, Racial Segregation, and Immigrant Vulnerability. Jill Lindsey Harrison, University of Colorado-Boulder

Structured Entrepreneurship: Self-employment and the Maintenance of Race, Nativity and Gender Divisions across Industries. Ali Razzak Chaudhary, University of California-Davis

The Resurgence of Paid Domestic Work in Europe: Migrants at the Service of “Gender Equality”. Pilar Gonalons-Pons, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Who Gets To Work? Race, Gender, and "Appropriate" Labor. Melissa Wooten, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Enobong (Anna) Hannah Branch, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Discussant: Mary Romero, Arizona State University

529. Section on Sociology of Development Paper Session.

Issues in Regional, National and International Development

Colorado Convention Center

Session Organizer: Yunus Kaya, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

Presider: Yunus Kaya, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

Fundamental Cause, Economic Development, and Capability Development: Competing Perspectives on Child Health in Developing Countries. Rebekah Burroway, State University of New York-Stony Brook

Is Chinese Capitalism Saving Global Capitalism? Ho-Fung Hung, Johns Hopkins University

Political-economic Origins of Demographic Trends: Political Liberalization and Within-country Population Health Inequality in Sub-Saharan Africa. Moshi Optat Herman, Brown University

Re-thinking Unequal Terms of Exchange: Commodities and Development 1913-1950. Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University; Katherena Beckermann, Texas A&M University; Alison Clare Wolters, Texas A&M University

Technological Innovation in the Argentine Pampas: Modern Agriculture and the Displacement of Nature. Amalia Leguizamon, City University of New York-Graduate Center

530. Section on Sociology of Education Paper Session.

Social Composition and Organization Effects in Education: Schools and Networks

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizers: Megan Andrew, University of Notre Dame

Presider: Jeffrey Grigg, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Bullying in American Schools: How Do School Environment and Racial Composition Matter? Lisa M. Williams, Ohio State University; Claudia Buchmann, Ohio State University


Unpacking the Process: Understanding Factors that Shape Trajectories of Exposure to School Segregation. Siri Warkentien, Johns Hopkins University

Exploring Socioeconomic Friendship Segregation. Elena Greipel, Discussant: Kenneth A. Frank, Michigan State University

531. Section on the Political Economy of the World System Roundtable Session (one-hour). Colorado Convention Center

12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:

Session Organizers: Phillip A. Hough, Florida Atlantic University

Michael L. Dougherty, Illinois State University

Jennifer Givens, University of Utah

Table 1. Land Tenure and Land Grabs
Table Presider: Michael L. Dougherty, Illinois State University

Outsourcing Food Security: Global Governance Issues through the South Korean "Land Grab" Lens. Larry L. Burmeister, Ohio University

Palm Oil Land Grabs and Development Violence in Indonesia. Paul K. Gellert, University of Tennessee

The Politics of Dispossession: Notes on India's "Land Wars." Michael James Levien, University of California-Berkeley

Table 2. Public Health and the Environment
Table Presider: Jennifer Givens, University of Utah

Can Capitalism Phase Out Carbon Emissions? Richard N. Hutchinson, Kennesaw State University


Export Agriculture is Feeding Malaria: A Cross-national Analysis. Kelly Austin, North Carolina State University

The Socio-economic Metabolism of the World-system and the North-South Ecological Debt. James Rice, New Mexico State University

Table 3. State-Society Relations
Table Presider: Peter Joseph Loebach, University of Utah

Global Civil Society, Neo-liberalism and the Size of State: East Asia, 1970-2009. Xue Li, Emory University


Is Wallerstein a Bad Marxist? Understanding Class Relations in the World-system. Stefanie Israel, University of Notre Dame

Table 4. States in the World-system
Table Presider: Sandra Curtis Comstock, Reed College

Changes in the Position of Global Economy: 1850-2000. Jeffrey D. Kentor, University of Utah; Daniel H. Poole, University of Utah; Marti Morris, University of Utah


Table 5. Urbanization and Migration
Table Presider: Albert J. Bergesen, University of Arizona


Historical Legacies, Contemporary Inequalities: The Social Structure of Travel. Victoria Reyes, Princeton University

Political Globalization and Sources of Support For and Resistance to Democratic World Government. Christopher Chase-Dunn, University of California-Riverside; Hiroko Inoue, University of California-Riverside; Alexis Antonio Alvarez, University of California-Riverside; Paul Joseph Peterson, University of California-Riverside

532. Section on the Sociology of the Body and Embodiment Paper Session. Embodying Masculinities

Hyatt Regency Denver

Session Organizers: Tristan Steven Bridges, University of Virginia

Elroi J. Windsor, Salem College

Presider: Elroi J. Windsor, Salem College

Accessing Masculinity: The Challenges Posed by IRBs to a Study of Men and Medicine. Liberty Walther Barnes, University of California-San Diego

The Gendered Expression and Experience of Anxiety. Jennifer Jean Esala, University of New Hampshire

Yoga as an Embodied Practice: Rejecting Masculinized Orientations Towards the Body. Kari Ann Levine, Florida State University

Production and Performance: Masculinity in a Gay Male Leather Bar. Justin Grant Louie, Northwestern University

Boots, Bras, and “Butch”: Lesbians Negotiating Masculinities. Alyssa Richman, Temple University

533. Theory Section Roundtable Session (one-hour). Hyatt Regency Denver

12:30-1:30pm, Roundtables:

Session Organizers: Claire Laurier Decoteau, University of Illinois-Chicago
Table 1. Cultural Sociology
Table Presider: Alexis A. Merdjanoff, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Character or Situation: An Argument for Weakened Character and Transformed Situations. Jesse Carlson, King's University College
Reference and Perception: Towards a Social Relativism Perspective. Eric Yang Liu, State University of New York-Buffalo; Sibo Zhao, State University of New York-Buffalo
Bodies, Boundaries and Bicycle Knowledge: A Phenomenological-Interactions Approach. Dustin Isaiah Gourdin, University of Chicago
The Difficulty with "Home": Re-thinking the Meaning of "Home" through Home Tenure. Alexis A. Merdjanoff, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Theorizing Institutions, Culture, and Development. Jonathan Eastwood, Washington & Lee University

Table 2. History of Social Thought I
Table Presider: Margaret Russell Austin Smith, University of Maryland-College Park
Bringing Hegel Back In. Kiat-Jin Lee, University of California-Riverside
Contextuality and Solidarity: Roberto Unger's "Passion." Jeff Livesay, Colorado College
From Dialectic to Democratic Justice: The Habermasian Moment in Critical Theory. Fanon John Howell, Columbia University
Ida Wells, Reflection, and Action: Centering the Canon of Classical Sociological Theory on Praxis. Margaret Russell Austin Smith, University of Maryland-College Park

Table 3. History of Social Thought II
Table Presider: Jake Martinez, University of California-San Diego
Karl Marx and Alexis de Tocqueville: Views on Equality and Individualism. Jake Martinez, University of California-San Diego
Mead's Analysis of Social Conflict: A Radical Interactionist's Critique. Lonnie Athens, Seton Hall University
Weber's Ideal Type, Verstehen, and the Theory of Critical Mass: Methodological Implications. Tom Segady, Stephen F. Austin State University

Table 4. Political Sociology
Table Presider: Jan Marten W. Schalkwijk, University of Suriname
Where Angels Seem to Tread: Social Science, Democracy and the Legacy of Mid-Century Voter Studies. Michael Christensen, York University
A Caribbean Perspective on the Relationship between State, Economy, Civil Society and Democracy. Jan

Table 5. Bourdieu
Table Presider: Thomas Matthew Medvetz, University of California-San Diego
Pierre Bourdieu and Electoral Politics. Daniel Laurison, University of California-Berkeley
Reconsidering the Habitus Concept through Critical Realist Personalism. Bradley J. Vermurlen, University of Notre Dame

Table 6. Art, Language, and Culture
Table Presider: Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University
Jacques Derrida and the Photograph of Tomorrow. Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University
Marketing Novelty: How a Literary Book Attains Visibility and Success. Alvaro A. Santana Acuna, Harvard University

Table 7. Networks and Social Integration
Table Presider: Megan J. Austin, University of Notre Dame
Solidarities and Social Networks: Reconsidering How Social Stratification Influences Educational Outcomes. Megan J. Austin, University of Notre Dame
The Social Causes and Types of Teacher Attrition: A Durkheimian Analysis. Daphne Michelle Penn, Purdue University
The Ties-Sanction Framework. Anna Blaszczyk, University of Pennsylvania

1:30 pm Meetings
Section on International Migration Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center
alternatives to consumer cultures. Theory Section Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver

2:30 pm  Meetings
2011-12 ASA Council – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Evolution, Biology and Society Council and Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center

534. Real Utopia Proposal Session. From Transparent State to a Transparent Society
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Archon Fung, Harvard University
Panelist: Archon Fung, Harvard University

Large organizations in society — especially corporations but also governments and civic organizations — should be more transparent than they currently are. A transparent society is one in which large organizations reveal much more information about their decisions, operations, actions, and outputs. Such organizational transparency would complement traditional legal and regulatory state efforts to regulate the externalities that such large organizations produce. The first contribution of a more thorough-going transparency is to better enable individuals to protect themselves against risks that they incur when they interact with large organizations by, for example, receiving a mortgage, buying a car, going to a hospital, or eating sprouts. Transparency would enable individuals to better assess the risks they face and make choices accordingly. Second, and more significantly, such transparency would enable a kind of social regulation that would normative, political, and financial pressure on organizations that appear to violate standards of social responsibility. Imagine, for example, widespread identification and vilification of the banks with the lowest mortgage work-out and highest foreclosure rates, the fast food manufacturers and restaurants with the worst hygiene practices, and health insurance companies with the highest claim denial rates.

535. Thematic Session. Beyond Consumerism: The Emergence of Sustainable Consumption Cultures
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Juliet B Schor, Boston College
Presider: Viviana A. Zelizer, Princeton University
Sustainable and Collaborative Agriculture in the Haute Vallée de L’Aude. Teresa Gowan, University of Minnesota
Connected Consumption: The New Movement to Share, Conserve and Connect. Juliet B Schor, Boston College
The Market, Emotions, and Utopias of Happiness. Eva Illouz, Hebrew University

While consumer culture has long been marketed as the ultimate “utopia,” scholars have long been dubious of its utopian claims. Increasingly, grassroots challenges to consumer culture are emanating from both the sustainability and therapeutic movements, and they are successfully vying for people’s attention and energy. In this session we consider cutting-edge consumption practices that are developing outside of and largely in opposition to market-based lifestyles. Presenters will discuss three cases. The first is the Haute Vallée de L’Aude region in France, which has developed a counter-hegemonic lifestyle of time-wealth, self-provisioning of consumer goods, barter and mutual aid. The second is the recent growth of what has been termed “collaborative consumption,” that is, internet-enabled alternatives such as sharing, bartering, time-banking and secondary exchange. The third case considers the central emotional, or therapeutic dimensions of consumer culture and the consumer practices that have developed in response to the market-driven utopias of happiness. A theme that runs through the three cases is the need to replace the dominant “consumer-topia” with authentic, sustainable, and imaginative alternatives to consumer cultures.

536. Thematic Session. Religion and Utopia: A Contradiction in Terms?
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Orit Avishai, Fordham University
Presider: Orit Avishai, Fordham University
Panelists: Rachel A. Rinaldo, University of Virginia
Robert V. Robinson, Indiana University
Craig Calhoun, Social Science Research Council
Discussant: Orit Avishai, Fordham University

This year’s theme, we envision Real Utopias not as fantasy worlds in which individuals and communities are emancipated from unjust and inequitable institutional arrangements but as viable, achievable, and possible futures. What is the role of religion in these futures? Utopia, as it is commonly understood in the context of emancipatory social science and progressive and radical movements, is a secular concept predicated on the liberation from coercive and limiting institutional arrangements. While religious traditions often share progressive and radical critiques of existing social arrangements and institutions, their visions of the good life and of human flourishing—and hence their Utopian alternatives—often stand in stark opposition to secular Utopian visions. Do Real Utopias, then, preclude religion? And if so, given the centrality of religion, including politicized and conservative religious movements in the United States and around the world, are Real Utopias possible?

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Michael Burawoy, University of California-Berkeley
Presider: Koichi Hasegawa, Tohoku University
Social Stratification in Current Japan. Jun Kobayashi, Seikei University
Individualization under Familialism: The Failure of Japan in the Asian Context. Emiko Ochiai, Kyoto University

When Switching Off the Cities: Disaster, Stress, and Everyday Resilience in Japan. Takashi Machimura, Hitotsubashi
University
Changing Faces of the Civil: The State and Social Movements in Contemporary Japan. *Daishiro Nomiyama*, Stanford University


Discussants: *Saskia Sassen*, Columbia University
*Mary C. Brinton*, Harvard University
*Dana R. Fisher*, University of Maryland

How can we expand the cultural and social diversity of Japanese society, especially focusing on the resilience process after the disaster on March 11, 2011? A lack of some kind of “patchwork heritage” has been considered Japanese society’s weakness for many years. However, the expansion of sociocultural diversity is a great challenge for Japanese society in this age of globalization and the resilience process. From sociological points of view and comparative eyes with the United States and other East Asian societies, how can we find the new possibility of diversity and dynamics among various fields of society, social stratification, job opportunities for youth and foreign immigrants, family and gender relationship, urban city, social movements, civil society organizations and energy policy.

**Hyatt Regency Denver**
Session Organizer: *Rina Agarwala*, Johns Hopkins University
Leader: *Rina Agarwala*, Johns Hopkins University
Co-Leader: *Emmanuel J. Teitelbaum*, George Washington University

540. Teaching Workshop. Writing Intensive Courses in Sociology
**Hyatt Regency Denver**
Session Organizer: *Diane Pike*, Augsburg College
Leader: *Diane Pike*, Augsburg College
Co-Leaders: *Anne Frances Eisenberg*, State University of New York-Geneseo
*Darla C. Gardeotto*, St. Louis Community College
*Jan Buhrmann*, Illinois College

The centrality of critical thinking and effective writing skills to the development of the sociological imagination means that careful attention to writing intensive courses is essential in most of our programs. The purpose of this workshop is to help good sociology teachers be good teachers of writing sociology. Through discussion, sharing of expertise, and writing assignment activities, we will focus on writing intensive course goals, processes and strategies, dealing with institutional writing criteria, and issues of writing at the appropriate course level.

541. Regular Session. Cultural Studies
**Colorado Convention Center**
Session Organizer: *Ben Carrington*, University of Texas-Austin
Presider: *Ben Carrington*, University of Texas-Austin
Class-Stratified Masculinities and Moral Ambiguity on FX: The Mitigation of Middle-class Racism. *Michael Wayne*, University of Virginia
*Kahn, Corbu, and Concrete: The Vexed Relation between Art and Technology. W. David Gartman*, University of South Alabama

Mapping the Territories of the Self in the Age of the Hyperreal. *Black Hawk Hancock*, DePaul University;
*Robera T. Garner*, DePaul University

The "Slightly Sweeter" Riot Grrrl: Subculture, Commodification, and Re-appropriation at Girls Rock Camp. *Danielle Giffort*, University of Illinois-Chicago


542. Regular Session. Economic Growth and Accumulation
**Colorado Convention Center**
Session Organizer: *Samuel Cohn*, Texas A&M University
Presider: *Samuel Cohn*, Texas A&M University

Brokering Development?: Social Capital, Special Economic Zones and Land Markets in Rural India. *Michael James Levien*, University of California-Berkeley

Multiple Paths to Development: The Analysis of 23 Recently (Semi) Developed Countries. *Burak Eskici*, Harvard University

The Origins of Sovereign Risk Ratings: Explaining the When and Why. *Diogo Lemieszek Pinheiro*, Georgia Institute of Technology

Regulating the Regulators: Agency Autonomy and Interagency Cohesion in Brazilian Telecom Regulation. *Daniel Buch*, University of California-Berkeley

Discussant: *Samuel Cohn*, Texas A&M University

543. Regular Session. Economic Sociology: Jobs
**Colorado Convention Center**
Session Organizer: *Josh Whitford*, Columbia University
Presider: *Pablo Andres Mitnik*, Stanford University

Union Decline, Financialization and the New Gilded Age. *Alexander Hicks*, Emory University

Moral Economies in the Commodification of Hospital Care. *Adam Dalton Reich*, University of California-Berkeley

Repertoires of Collaboration and Conflict in Divergent Development along the U.S.-Mexico Border. *Seth Pipkin*, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Discussant: *Pablo Andres Mitnik*, Stanford University

544. Regular Session. Gender in Science and Academia
**Colorado Convention Center**
Session Organizer: *Claudia Geist*, University of Utah
Presider: *Laura Ellen Hirshfield*, New College of Florida

Inequality in Academic Salaries: How Gender Matters in the University. *Anna Strassmann Mueller*, University of Texas-Austin; *Chandra Muller*, University of Texas; *Kelly Raley*, University of Texas-Austin; *Dara Renee Shifrer*, University of Texas-Austin

Leaving Science: Gender Differences in Labor Force Exit and Career Change Among Science and Engineering Workers. *Thomas S. Moore*, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee;
*Peter Meiksins*, Cleveland State University; *Kenneth Root*, Ken Rool and Associates


Women’s Paths to Top Positions in the Scientific and Economic Fields: Four Contrastive Cases. *Denis Hänzi*, Social Science Research Center-Berlin; *Hildegard Matthies*, Social Science Research Center-Berlin

Discussant: *Nicholas H. Wolfinger*, University of Utah
545. Regular Session. Historical Sociology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jeffrey Haydu, University of California-San Diego
Presider: Jeffrey Haydu, University of California-San Diego
The Institutional Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy. Paul David Kenny, Yale University
Solidarity and High-risk Collective Action: The Nore Mutiny of 1797. Steven Pfaff, University of Washington; Michael Hechter, Arizona State University; Katie E Corcoran, University of Washington
Retrotrecting Insurgent Mobilization: Contested Legitimacy in the Civil Rights Movement. Joshua Bloom, University of California-Los Angeles
Discussant: Paul D Almeida, University of California-Merced

546. Regular Session. Life Course
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Hiroshi Ishida, University of Tokyo
Presider: Hiroshi Ishida, University of Tokyo
The Dynamic Association between Sexual Orientation and Educational Attainment. Koji Ueno, Florida State University; Teresa Roach, Florida State University
The Effects of School-to-Work Transition Pathways on Economic Outcomes through the Great Recession. Michael Vuolo, Purdue University; Jeremy Staff, Pennsylvania State University
Long-run Health Consequences of Early-life Exposure to the 1959-1961 China Famine. Wen Fan, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Yue Qian, Ohio State University
Long-term Consequences and Turning Points: Veteran Status and Men's Later-life Depression Trajectories. Andrew S. London, Syracuse University; Maria T. Brown, Syracuse University; Janet M. Wilmoth, Syracuse University
Discussant: Christine M. Percheski, Northwestern University

547. Regular Session. Marriage, Civil Unions, and Cohabitation
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Heather Laube, University of Michigan-Flint
Presider: Marjukka Ollilainen, Weber State University
Toward a Political Sociology of Conjugal-Recognition Regimes: Multiculturalism and Gender in South African Marriage Law. Michael W. Yarbrough, Yale University
Divorced Women and Welfare Reform: How Realistic Are Marriage Promotion Policies For Previously Married Women? Kevin M. Shafer, Brigham Young University; Todd M. Jensen, Brigham Young University
Never-married Employed Men's Gender Beliefs and Ambivalence Toward Matrimony in Japan. Kumiko Nemoto, Western Kentucky University; Makiko Fuwa, University of Tokyo; Kuniko Ishiguro, University of Tokyo
Earnings Equality and Relationship Stability for Same-sex and Heterosexual Relationships. Katherine Weisshaar, Stanford University

548. Regular Session. Media Sociology
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Andrew M. Lindner, Concordia University
Presider: Andrew M. Lindner, Concordia University
Patterns in Political Media as Emergent Phenomena. Noah Grand, University of California-Los Angeles
Like Needles in a Haystack: Assessing the Impact of Market Dynamics at NPR, 2000-2010. Peter P. Niekarz, Western Carolina University
Having Their Data and Using It Too: Uses of Audience Metrics at a National U.S. Newspaper. Caitlin Petre, New York University
The "Information Revolution" and the Tropic Construction of the Crisis of American Journalism. Elizabeth Butler Breeze, Yale University
Discussant: Eleanor Townsley, Mount Holyoke College

549. Regular Session. Mortality
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Patrick M. Krueger, University of Colorado-Denver
Presider: Patrick M. Krueger, University of Colorado-Denver
The Selection Problem for Testing the Selection Explanation of the Black-White Mortality Crossover. Elizabeth Wrigley-Field, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Felix Elwert, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Suicide in the City: Assessing the Role of Context. Justin T. Denney, Rice University; Tim Wadsworth, University of New Mexico; Richard G. Rogers, University of Colorado; Fred C. Pampel, University of Colorado
Death by Mental Retardation? Diagnostic Overshadowing of Cause of Death among Adults with Intellectual Disability. Scott Landes, University of Florida
Discussant: Richard A. Miech, University of Colorado-Denver

550. Regular Session. Narrative, Biography and Culture
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Jennifer L. Pierce, University of Minnesota
Presider: Peter M. Hennen, Ohio State University-Newark
Narrative Freedom. Robert Zussman, University of Massachusetts
Organizational Narratives and Organizational Structures: Refining Acker’s Concept of Inequality Regimes. Joan S.M. Meyers, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers
Redemption Narratives among the Homeless: Stories of How Companion Animals Saved or Changed People’s Lives. Leslie Irvine, University of Colorado
It’s Kinda, Just, a Home, I Guess. Toward Theorizing the Making of Home in Vancouver. Nathanael T. Lauster, University of British Columbia
**551. Regular Session. Paid and Unpaid Caring Labor**

*Colorado Convention Center*

Session Organizer: *Kristin Smith*, University of New Hampshire-Carsey Institute

Presider: *Kristin Smith*, University of New Hampshire-Carsey Institute

Habitus and Middle Class Deficits in Caregiving Support for Cancer Patients. *Cameron Macdonald*, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Who Cares? Caregiver Well-being in Europe. *Leah E. Ruppner*, University of Hawaii-Hilo; *Georgiana Bostean*, University of California-Los Angeles

From Hostile-worlds to Connected-lives: The Purchase of Sexualized Professional Intimacy in Nursing Care. *Lisa C. Ruchti*, University of Pennsylvania

Overqualified and Underpaid: Understanding the Mechanisms Producing the Earnings Penalty for Care Workers. *Michelle J. Budig*, University of Massachusetts; *Melissa Jane Hodges*, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Discussant: *Kristin Smith*, University of New Hampshire-Carsey Institute

**552. Regular Session. Patterns and Consequences of College Sorting**

*Hyatt Regency Denver*

Session Organizer: *Josipa Roksas*, University of Virginia

Presider: *Lara Cristina Perez-Felkner*, University of Chicago-National Opinion Research Center

Local Decision Making in College Students' Selection of Major. *Christopher George Takacs*, University of Chicago; *Daniel F. Chambliss*, Hamilton College

Applying Social Theories to Study and Shape Development of Biomedical Scientists and Diversify the Field. *Rick McGee*, Northwestern University; *Michelle E. Naffziger*, Northwestern University; *Jennifer Richardson-Stovall*, Loyola University-Chicago; *Simon N. Williams*, Northwestern University

Hispanic-serving by Design: Characteristics of Hispanic Students Across a New Typology of Hispanic Serving Institutions. *Pamela R. Bennett*, Johns Hopkins University; *Robert Nathenson*, Johns Hopkins University


Discussant: *Catherine Riegle-Crumb*, University of Texas-Austin

**553. Regular Session. Social Theory**

*Hyatt Regency Denver*

Session Organizer: *Mucahit Bilici*, City University of New York-John Jay College

Bloody Durkheim. *James J. Dowd*, University of Georgia

Practice with Purpose: A Comparative Analysis of American Pragmatism, Goffman, and Bourdieu. *Matthew Rowe*, University of California-Berkeley

Reflexivity as Situated Problem-solving: A Pragmatist Alternative to General Theory. *John Holmwood*, University of Nottingham

The Structure of Situations. *Matthew Norton*, Yale University

**554. Regular Session. Sociological Approaches to Human Rights Abuses**

*Colorado Convention Center*

Session Organizer: *Mark Frezzo*, University of Mississippi

Presider: *Mark Frezzo*, University of Mississippi


When Racism is Legal: Immigration and Human Rights in the 21st Century. *Carina A. Bandhauer*, Western Connecticut State University

Women Dreaming and Acting: The Dream Act and Women’s Participation. *Lori M. Lundell*, Purdue University

Disaggregating Genocide. *Gustav J. Brown*, University of California-Los Angeles

Discussant: *Sylvanna Martina Falcon*, University of California-Santa Cruz

**555. Regular Session. Sociology of Sexuality 2**

*Hyatt Regency Denver*

Session Organizer: *Brian Nicholas Sweeney*, Long Island University

Presider: *Brian Nicholas Sweeney*, Long Island University

A Double Standard for “Hooking Up”: How Far Have we Come Toward Gender Equality? *Barbara Jane Risman*, University of Illinois-Chicago; *Rachel Catherine Allison*, University of Illinois-Chicago

Positive Sexual Development among Young Women: The Role of Adolescent Sexual Attitudes and Experiences. *Jennifer Pearson*, Wichita State University

Unequal Empowerment: Sexual Pleasure Attitudes and Social Disadvantage Among Female Adolescents. *Stacy Missari*, University of Connecticut; *Simon Cheng*, University of Connecticut; *Kuo Hsun Ma*, University of Connecticut

It’s Not How Regular Boys Are Supposed to Act: The Non-normative Sexual Practices of Black Boys. *Freedon Oeur*, University of California-Berkeley

Discussant: *Brian Nicholas Sweeney*, Long Island University

**556. Regular Session. Substance Use, Abuse, and Treatment**

*Colorado Convention Center*

Session Organizer: *James Parsons*, Vera Institute of Justice

Gender and Drinking: An Exploration Attitudes, Roles, and Demographics. *Susan Bullers*, Parents, Home and Young Adult Substance Use. *Clifford L. Broman*, Michigan State University; *Zaje Harrell*, Michigan State University; *Hui Liu*, Michigan State University

Social Status, Binge Drinking, and Social Satisfaction among College Students. *Carolyn L. Hsu*, Colgate University; *Landon D Reid*, Colgate University
Spirituality and Religion: Intertwined Protective Factors for Substance Use among Urban American Indian Youth. 
Stephen S. Kulis, Arizona State University; David R. Hodge, Arizona State University; Stephanie Ayers, Arizona State University; Eddie F. Brown, Arizona State University; Flavio Marsiglia, Arizona State University
The Great Recession, Somatic Symptomatology and Alcohol Use and Abuse. Ganga Vijayasiri, University of Illinois-Chicago; Judith A. Richman, University of Illinois-Chicago; Kathleen M. Rospenda, University of Illinois-Chicago

557. Regular Session. Work-family Expectations and Experiences
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Margaret L. Usdansky, Syracuse University
Presider: Margaret L. Usdansky, Syracuse University
Men’s Changing Devotion to Work: How Male Scientists Navigate Competing Devotions to Work and Family. Elaine Howard Ecklund, Rice University; Anne E. Lincoln, Southern Methodist University; Virginia White, Rice University
Gendered Pathways to Support for Family Mobility? The Division of Housework and Perceptions of Fairness. Shannon N. Davis, George Mason University; Julie Anderson, George Mason University; Shannon K. Jacobsen, George Mason University
Discussant: Carrie L. Yodanis, University of British Columbia

558. Section on Collective Behavior and Social Movements Roundtable Session.
Colorado Convention Center
2:30-4:10pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Jonathan Horowitz, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Sarah Gaby, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

Table 1. Campus and University
Table Presider: Elizabeth Helen Essary, Pepperdine University
Community Identity and Collective Mobilization: Rethinking City-based Development. Alexis Mann, Brandeis University
Intersectionality and the Contested Construction of a Motherist Movement’s Collective Identity. Noa Milman, Boston College
Na Mea Hawaiian (All Things Hawaiian): Ancient and Nascent Sovereignty. Elizabeth Helen Essary, Pepperdine University
Naratives about Political Obstacles in Argentina’s Movement for Abortions Rights. Elizabeth Borland, The College of New Jersey
Silencing Memory, Feeling History: Historical Consciousness of Outsideriness in Turkey. Ozlem Goner, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Table 2. Collective Identity
Table Presider: Elizabeth Helen Essary, Pepperdine University
Community Identity and Collective Mobilization: Rethinking City-based Development. Alexis Mann, Brandeis University
Intersectionality and the Contested Construction of a Motherist Movement’s Collective Identity. Noa Milman, Boston College
Na Mea Hawaiian (All Things Hawaiian): Ancient and Nascent Sovereignty. Elizabeth Helen Essary, Pepperdine University
Naratives about Political Obstacles in Argentina’s Movement for Abortions Rights. Elizabeth Borland, The College of New Jersey
Silencing Memory, Feeling History: Historical Consciousness of Outsideriness in Turkey. Ozlem Goner, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

Table 3. Community-Based Research and Organizations
Table Presider: Peter Gundelach, University of Copenhagen
Organizational Correlates of Sustained Participation in Groups Practicing Congregation-based Community Organizing. Eric A. Tesdahl, Vanderbilt University; Paul Speer, Vanderbilt University
Organizing for Environmental Justice: From Bridges to Taro Patches. Amy Krings, University of Michigan; Michael Spencer, University of Michigan
Sharing as Organizational Value. Continuity and Change in an Open Source Software Network. Peter Gundelach, University of Copenhagen
Town-gown Alliances and the Emergence of the Solidarity Economy Movement in the United States. Ana Margarida Fernandes Esteves, Brown University
Wisconsin's Solidarity Sing Along: Framing Social Movements through Protest Song. Jackson Foote, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Table 4. Culture
Table Presider: Nehal A. Patel, University of Michigan-Dearborn
Subcultures and Small Groups: A Social Movement Theory Approach. Ugo Corte, Uppsala University; Bob Edwards, East Carolina University
Consciousness of Social Change. Nehal A. Patel, University of Michigan-Dearborn
Cultural Change and Movement Factionalization: The Rise of the Creation Science Movement and the Creation Museum. *Kathleen Curry Oberlin*, Indiana University

Representational Campaigns: A New Agenda for Social Movement Studies. *Christine Slaughter*, Yale University

Status Discontent or Moral Crusade? The Tea Party Movement and Theories of Consensus Social Movements. *Paul Geoffrey Bakken*, University of Wisconsin-Madison

These Problems Are (Not) the Same: Domain Expansion around Male Circumcision and Female Genital Cutting. *Laura M. Carpenter*, Vanderbilt University; *Erin Bergner*, Vanderbilt University

Table 5. Political and Intellectual Elites

Table Presider: *Jordan T. Brown*, Loyola University-Chicago

Constructing Threat Creating Communication: Emotional Resonance in Presidential Speeches. *Jordan T. Brown*, Loyola University-Chicago

Elites and Civic Engagement: Municipal Reform Movements in Philadelphia and Chicago during the Progressive Era. *Jaesok Son*, University of Chicago

Playing with Fire: The World of Flame Retardant Activism and Policy. *Alissa Cordner*, Brown University; *Margaret Alice Mulcahy*, Brown University

The Grillini Movement in Italy: The Case for Megaphone Leadership. *Eric Turner*, University of New Mexico


Table 6. Environmentalism and Environmental Justice

Table Presider: *Amy Lubitow*, Portland State University


Political Shifts and Environmental Activism in Post-Communist Europe. *Alison E. Adams*, University of Florida; *Thomas E. Shriver*, Oklahoma State University; *Chris Michael Messer*, Colorado State University-Pueblo

Rendering Scientific Research Coherent: Environmental Health Social Movement Framing Processes and the Importance of Scientist-Activist Collaboration. *Amy Lubitow*, Portland State University

Unintended Consequences: An Analysis of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Debate. *Elizabeth Anne Gervais Schwarz*, University of California-Riverside

Table 7. Framing

Table Presider: *Gabe Ignatow*, University of North Texas

Fighting Their Own Battles: The Role of Identity Framing in the Political Mobilization of Communities. *Mindy S. Romero*, University of California-Davis

Strategic Frame Ambivalence: Intelligent Design and Reparative Therapy Navigate the Worlds of Religion and Science. *Antony William Alumkal*, Iliff School of Theology

Framing Battles: Gun Control vs. Gun Rights. *Trent Taylor Steidley*, Ohio State University

Hybrid Frames and Scale Shift in Protest Waves. *Marko Gresic*, University of Wisconsin-Madison


Identifying Frames and Worldviews in Texts. *Gabe Ignatow*, University of North Texas; *Rada Mihalcea*, University of North Texas

Table 8. Identities and Communities

Table Presider: *Jo Reger*, Oakland University

Mexican Hometown Associations and Political Engagement in the United States. *Jose A. Munoz*, California State University-San Bernardino


Speaking Waves, Thinking Generations: Contemporary Feminist Activism the United States. *Jo Reger*, Oakland University

The Class-culture Roots of the U.S. Anarchist Subculture. *Betsy Leonard-Wright*, Boston College

Tracing Theoretical Threads: Pittsburgh Radical Women and Earlier Struggles for Liberation. *Marie Skoczylas*, University of Pittsburgh

Racial Framing and the Multi-racial Movement. *Todd C. Couch*, Texas A&M University

Table 9. Resistance and Emotions

Table Presider: *Jeneve R. Brooks*, Troy University


Cultura-Identidad: The Use of Art in the University of Puerto Rico Student Movement, 2010. *Katherine Tracy Everhart*, Vanderbilt University

From Friendly to Grim: Introducing the Atmosphere at Street Demonstrations. *Anouk Leonie Van Leeuwen, VU University; Jacquelien Van Stekelenburg*, VU University; *Bert Klandermans*, VU University


The Best Laid Plans: Teacher Sensemaking and Organizational Change in Schools. *Kimberly Austin*, University of Chicago

Constructing the Boundaries of “We”: Russian Nationalism in the Russo-Soviet Anekdot. *Michelle Hannah Smirnova*, University of Maryland
Table 10. Networks and Embeddedness
Table Presider: Jacquelienn van Stekelenburg, VU University
Demonstrating Diasporas: Why Dutch Jews and Muslims
Protest in the Netherlands. Jacquelienn van
Stekelenburg, VU University; Raymond van Ginkel, VU
University
Embeddedness and Risk in Online Activism: The Case of
Balatarin.com in Iran’s Green Movement. Ali Honari,
VU University
Internet as a Tool for Activism: The Turkish Case. Afife
Idil Akin, State University of New York-Stony Brook
Role of Key Actors in the Network Based Social
Movement. Kei Nakagawa-Takata, New School for
Social Research
Role of Network: Based on Anti-U.S. Beef Movement in
Korea. Ki Tae Park, University of Hawaii
Social Media, Social Action, Social Class in the Occupy
Movement. R. Jamil Jonna, University of Oregon

Table 11. The Occupy Movement
Table Presider: Kim Scipes, Purdue University-North Central
The Occupy Wall Street Social Movement; Symbol,
Practice, and Power. Joseph G. A. Trumino, St. John's
University
The People’s Conversation: Repertoires of Contention in
the Occupy Movement. Mikaila Mariel Lemonik
Arthur, Rhode Island College
The Short Lost History of Occupy Wall Street. Joan M.
Donovan, University of California-San Diego
Understanding the Occupy Movement: Social Context,
Mobilization, Symbolism and Form of Social Power.
Kim Scipes, Purdue University-North Central
Death of Negotiated Management: Global Cities, Protest
Policing, and the Occupy Movement. Elizabeth E.
Martinez, Fresno Pacific University
Framing the Occupy Movement: A Cross-national
Comparison of Newspaper Coverage in Four Western
Countries. Rens Vliegenthart, University of
Amsterdam

Table 12. Ideology
Table Presider: Louis G. Prisock, Colgate University
By the People, For the People: The Potential and
Limitations of Black Conservative Social Movements.
Louis G. Prisock, Colgate University
Race, Deregulation and Building the Interstate Highway
System: How Culture Makes Sense of Policy
Exceptions. Randolph H. Hohle, D'Youville College
Transnational Solidarities: Which Methodologies?
Verpraet Gilles, Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique
The Effect of Master Protest Frame in the Social
Movements: Iran and Egypt. arash Reisinezhad,
Florida International University
Movements of Society or Social Movements? Ideology and
Political Dynamics in 1980s Eastern Europe. Yakov
Lowinger, Yeshiva University
Uprooting Whiteness Within the Occupy Movement: How
Identity (Anti-)Politics are the Masters’ Tools. Mike
King, University of California-Santa Cruz

Table 13. Outcomes
Table Presider: Lee Ann Banaszak, Pennsylvania State
University
Congressional Priorities and the Tea Party Movement.
Tarun David Banerjee, State University of New York-
Stony Brook
Congressional Responsiveness to Social Movement Claims
Making. Daniel Crocker Hale, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
Letting Go: Resignation and Resistance among
Contemporary Slaveholders. Austin Choi-Fitzpatrick,
University of Notre Dame
Public Opinion as Movement Outcome: The Influence of
the U.S. Women’s Movement on Gender Attitudes. Lee
Ann Banaszak, Pennsylvania State University; Heather
Ondercin, University of Mississippi
The Influence of the Civil Rights Movement on the
Newspaper Coverage of 3 Spin-off Movements. Beth
Gharrity Gardner, University of California-Irvine
The Consequences of Activist Past on Political Present:
The Vote to Deploy Korean Troops to Iraq. Paul
Yunsik Chang, Yonsei University

Table 14. Participation
Comparing Street Demonstration Participants’ Decision
Time across Countries, Issues and Mobilization
Channels. Marie-Louise Damen, VU University;
Jacquelienn van Stekelenburg, VU University; Bert
Klandermans, VU University
Palestinian Youth Political Participation at a Crossroad:
Between Imaginary State Building and National
Liberation. Randa I. Nasser, Birzeit University; eileen
kuttab, Birzeit University
Understanding Protest Intensity in a Sample of Highly
Mobilized Activists. Gary Coyne, University of
California-Riverside; Elizabeth Anne Gervais Schwarz,
University of California-Riverside; Ian Breckenridge-
Jackson, University of California-Riverside
Tea Party (Un)Censored: Struggles with Frame
Vulnerability in Micro-mobilization. Francis Bruce
Prior, University of Pennsylvania

Table 15. Power
Table Presider: Pablo Lapefgna, University of Georgia
Repression and the Social Control of Protest in the United
States: A Dramaturgical Approach. Thomas Nolan
Ratliff, Arkansas State University
Scale Shift and the Spread of Pro and Anti-Immigration
Legislation in the United States, 2000-2011. Ion
Bogdan Vasi, Columbia University; Justin Steil,
Columbia University
Social Movements and Patronage Politics: Towards a
Relational Understanding of Processes of
Demobilization. Pablo Lapefgna, University of Georgia
The Human Right to Water: Civil Society, Privatization
and Implementing the Most Basic of Needs. *Stephen Philip Gasteyer*, Michigan State University
The Problem of Legitimacy for Illegitimate and Semi-legitimate Regimes. *Fred Eidlin*, University of Tartu

### Table 16. Social Movement Organizations

**Table Presider:** *Roberto Velez-Velez*, State University of New York-New Paltz
Responding to the HIV/AIDS Challenge in China: Role of the State and Civil Society Organizations. *Jennifer YJ Hsu*, University of Alberta

### Table 17. Tactics

**Table Presider:** *Amy L. Stone*, Trinity University
From Lobbying to Lockdowns: Tactical Choices among Environmental Justice Organizations. *Christie Parris*, Emory University
Newspaper Coverage of Anarchist Mobilization at the 2009 Pittsburgh G-20 Protests. *Brittany Julia Duncan*, University of Pittsburgh; *Rachel V. Kutz-Flamenbaum*, University of Pittsburgh
Reclaiming the Ballot Box: Motivations for the LGBT Movement’s Use of the Initiative Process. *Anna Sorensen*, University of California-Santa Barbara; *Amy L. Stone*, Trinity University
Tactical Repertoire Migration in the Chinese Democracy Movement and Falun Gong. *Andrew Junker*, Yale University
Voting and Not Voting as Movement Tactics. *Victoria Gonzalez*, State University of New Jersey-Rutgers

### Table 18. Theory

**Table Presider:** *Robert Keith Schaeffer*, Kansas State University
Critical Modernism, Social Movements and Political-Cultural Formation Theory: Towards a Radical-Democratic Development Project? *Efe Can Gurcan*, Simon Fraser University; *Gerardo Otero*, Simon Fraser University; *Ernesto S. Benz
cell*, Oberlin College
The Rising Tide: Social Change and Social Movements from a Global Perspective. *Robert Keith Schaeffer*, Kansas State University

#### 559. Section on Communication and Information Technologies Paper Session. The Sociology of Social Media

**Colorado Convention Center**

**Session Organizers:** *Gina Neff*, University of Washington; *Sheila R. Cotten*, University of Alabama-Birmingham
**Presider:** *Gina Neff*, University of Washington
The Nature of Social Network Sites: Adoption, Use and Types. *Grant Blank*, University of Oxford; *Darja Leskovec*, University of Oxford
Becoming a Tweep: How Prior Online Experiences Influence Twitter Use. *Eszer Hargittai*, Northwestern University; *Eden Litt*, Northwestern University
Mapping an Ecology of Privacy: A Cross-national Comparison of Control of Self-presentation Online. *Emma S. Spiro*, University of California-Irvine; *Nicole M. Pierski*, University of California-Irvine; *Carter T. Butts*, University of California-Irvine
This Protest Will Be Tweeted: Twitter and Protest Policing during the Pittsburgh G20. *Jennifer Earl*, University of California-Santa Barbara; *Heather McKee Hurwitz*, University of California-Santa Barbara; *Analia Mejia Mesinas*, University of California-Irvine; *Margaret Tolan*, University of California-Santa Barbara; *Ashley Arlotti*, University of California-Santa Barbara

#### 560. Section on International Migration Paper Session. Immigrants and Natives: Social Mobility, Intergroup Conflict, and Cooperation

**Colorado Convention Center**

**Session Organizer:** *Silvia Dominguez*, Northeastern University
**Presider:** *Silvia Dominguez*, Northeastern University
A Glimpse of the Other Side: Immigrant Service Workers in a Wealthy Neighborhood. *Elizabeth Miller*, City University of New York-Graduate Center
From Jim Crow to Juan Crow: Black-brown Relations in the New South. *Jennifer Anne Meri Jones*, University of California-Berkeley
Immigrants and Natives: Latina Teachers and the Hidden Chicana/Latina Cultural Pedagogy in Multiracial School-workplaces. *Glenda M. Flores*, University of California-Irvine
Discussant: *Cid G. Martinez*, California State University-Sacramento
561. Section on Medical Sociology Paper Session. Big Pharma, Big Medicine, and Technoscience in the 21st Century
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizers: Anne Figert, Loyola University-Chicago
Susan E. Bell, Bowdoin College
Presider: Anne Figert, Loyola University-Chicago
Boosting Brainpower? From the Medicalisation of Cognition to the Pharmaceuticalisation of Routine Mental Health. Jonathan Peter Gabe, University of London-Royal Holloway; Catherine Coweney, University of Warwick; Simon Johnson Williams, University of Warwick
The Pharmaceuticalization of Sexual Risk: Vaccine Development and the New Politics of Cancer Prevention. Laura Mamo, San Francisco State University; Steven Epstein, Northwestern University
Pharmaceuticalization: Big Pharma’s Myth of an Innovation Crisis and Its Consequences. Donald W. Light, University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey
Risk Genomics: Pharmacogenomics and Personalized Medicine in Clinical Research and Practice. Ramya Rajagopalan, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Joan H. Fujimura, University of Wisconsin
Envisioning the Futures of Health and Health Care. Robert Dingwall, Nottingham Trent University; Murray Goulden, University of Nottingham
Discussant: Susan E. Bell, Bowdoin College

562. Section on Race, Gender and Class Paper Session: Race, Gender, Class and Sexualities
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Mignon R. Moore, University of California-Los Angeles
Presider: Marcus Anthony Hunter, Yale University
Where do College Students Meet Hook-up and Dating Partners? Gender, Age, Race and Religious Differences. Arielle Kuperberg, University of North Carolina-Greensboro; Joseph Padgett, University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Gendered Racial-ethnic Exclusion Among Gay and Lesbian Internet Daters in Los Angeles. Matthew H. Rafalow, University of California-Irvine; Cynthia Feliciano, University of California-Irvine; Belinda Robnett, University of California-Irvine
Stigmatized Masculinity: Why Gay Men Remain Covered in the Safe Spaces They Choose. Margo M Mahan, University of California-Berkeley
Discussant: Marcus Anthony Hunter, Yale University

563. Section on Sociology of Development Paper Session. Men and Women in the Global South
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Rae Lesser Blumberg, University of Virginia
Presider: Lorna Lueker Zukas, National University
Gender and the Contradictory Classes: Middle Class Women and the Neo-liberal Development of Trinidad and Tobago. Alesha Istvan, Texas A&M University
Seeking Divorce in the Midst of Rural-urban Migration: Chinese Women’s Help-seeking Strategies in Marital Disputes. Ke Li, Indiana University-Bloomington
The Quota Revolution? Promising Potential and Possible Problems Promoting the Proportion of Women in Parliaments. Rae Lesser Blumberg, University of Virginia; Juree Vichit-Vadakan, National Institute of Development Administration

564. Section on Sociology of Education Paper Session. Sociological Perspectives on Education Reform
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizers: Megan Andrew, University of Notre Dame
Mark A. Berends, University of Notre Dame
Presider: Jennifer L. Jennings, New York University
The Mediocre Performance of U.S. Students on International Education Tests: Are Schools to Blame? Joseph Merry, Ohio State University
Variation in Content Coverage by Classroom Composition: An Analysis of Advanced Math Course Content. Elizabeth A. Covay, University of Pennsylvania
Principals’ Interactions With Teachers: How Principals’ Social Characteristics Relate to School Community And Teacher Commitment. Heather E. Price, University of Notre Dame
Public School Grade Retention Rates in the United States: Estimates by State, Grade, Year, and Race/Ethnicity. John Robert Warren, University of Minnesota; Jim Saliba, University of Minnesota
At Risk for Re-segregation? Race, Class and Attitudes Towards School Assignment Policies in Raleigh. Toby L. Parcel, North Carolina State University; Andrew J. Taylor, North Carolina State University; Josh Hendrix, North Carolina State University
Discussant: Mark A. Berends, University of Notre Dame

565. Section on the Political Economy and the World-System Paper Session. The Political Economy of Global Climate Change and Other Environmental Disruptions
Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Andrew K. Jorgenson, University of Utah
Presider: James Rice, New Mexico State University
Explaining the Flow of Environmental Problems across Space and Time (or Commodity Chains and the Environment). Jennifer L. Bair, University of Colorado; Liam Downey, University of Colorado
A World Society Perspective on Environmental Outcomes. Ann M. Hironaka, University of California-Irvine
Global Climate Change, the Treadmill of Destruction, and the War on Drugs. Chad Leighton Smith, Texas State University; Gregory Hooks, Washington State University
Power in a Warming World: Consent and Inequality in Global Climate Change Politics. David M. Ciplet, Brown University; J. Timmons Roberts, Brown University
The Planetary Rift and the New Exemptionalism: A Political-Economic Critique of Ecological Modernization Theory. John Bellamy Foster, University of Oregon

566. Section on the Sociology of Emotions Invited Session
(one-hour). Recent Developments and Innovations in the Sociology of Emotions

Colorado Convention Center
Session Organizer: Robin W. Simon, Wake Forest University
Presider: Robin W. Simon, Wake Forest University
Panelists: Rebecca J. Erickson, University of Akron
James M. Jasper, City University of New York-Graduate Center
Dawn T. Robinson, University of Georgia
Verta A. Taylor, University of California-Santa Barbara

567. Section on the Sociology of the Body and Embodiment Roundtable Session (one-hour).

Hyatt Regency Denver
2:30-3:30pm, Roundtables:
Session Organizers: Erynn Masi de Casanova, University of Cincinnati
Alison S. Better, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State University

Table 1. Bodies, Sport and Fitness
Table Presider: Erynn Masi de Casanova, University of Cincinnati
Every One of Us Gutted it Out to the Finish: Bodily Schemas as Strong Culture. Kari Marie Christoffersen, University of Notre Dame
Body Fat and the Sexy Politics of the Biggest Loser. Lydia Rose, Kent State University-East Liverpool
Taking a Hit: Body Maintenance in Women's Professional Fooll. Jennifer Carter, University of Cincinnati

Table 2. Body and Mind
Table Presider: Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State University
Infertility-related Stress and Coping: How Socially Undesirable Approaches to Infertility can Actually be Less Stressful. Margaret Waltz, Case Western Reserve University
Turn Off Your Brain: Mind-body Dissociation as Strategy in Home Birth. Rachael B. Kulick, University of Minnesota
You Don’t Need a Body to Feel a Body: Phantom Limb Syndrome and Corporeal Transgression. Cassandra S. Crawford, Northern Illinois University

Table 3. Bodily Interventions
Table Presider: Alison S. Better, City University of New York-Kingsborough Community College
Eternal Ink? The Fluid Identities of Tattooed Women and their Motivations for Tattoo Acquisition and Removal. Desire’ Janelle-Maralyn Anastasia, Metropolitan College-Denver
Saving Face, Saving Lives: The Work of Operation Smile. Heather Laine Talley, Western Carolina University

Body Politics of Male Circumcision and Foreskin Restoration. Daniel K. Cortese, Governors State University
Nothing to Call Your Own: Class Differences and "Brata" Practices of Bengali Women. Jaita Talukdar, Loyola University-New Orleans

568. Theory Section Paper Session Theory in Action
Hyatt Regency Denver
Session Organizer: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Presider: Elizabeth A. Armstrong, University of Michigan
Differentiated Habitus and Field, and High-risk Political Participation. Ana Velitchkova, University of Notre Dame
"Erotic Capital": Thinking with and against Bourdieu and Hakim. Adam Isaiah Green, University of Toronto
Tiered Social Orders, Micro-transitions, and the Social Landscapes of Coleman, Luhmann, and Bourdieu. Jeremy Markham Schulz, Cornell University

3:30 pm Meetings
Section on Body and Embodiment Business Meeting – Hyatt Regency Denver
Section on Sociology of Emotions Business Meeting – Colorado Convention Center

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21

8:00 am Meetings
2012-13 ASA Council – Colorado Convention Center